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MONDAY - 4/01/19
  House Elections (PUBLIC HEARING)    

MONDAY - 4/01/19
8:00 A.M., E2.016

HB 2586  Leach, Jeff Relating to direct campaign expenditures by political
committees.

HB 2898  Fierro, Art (F) Relating to voting outside of the polling place.
HB 2902  Fierro, Art (F) Relating to the use of e-mail on a vote by mail

application.
HB 2903  Fierro, Art (F) Relating to voter registration applications.
HB 3044  Klick, Stephanie Relating to political expenditures made by a corporation

to finance the solicitation of political contributions to a
political committee.

HB 3233  Klick, Stephanie Relating to the Judicial Campaign Fairness Act.
HB 3580  Klick, Stephanie Relating to the revision or repeal of certain obsolete

provisions related to restrictions on political advertising,
political contributions, and political expenditures.

HB 4447  Cain, Briscoe Relating to timely public inspection of early voting
rosters.

HJR 121  Nevarez, Poncho Applying to the Congress of the United States to call a
convention under Article V of the United States
Constitution for the limited purpose of proposing.

Committee Members: Klick, Stephanie (R) / Cortez, Philip (D) / Bucy, John (F) (D) /
Burrows, Dustin (R) / Cain, Briscoe (R) / Fierro, Art (F) (D) / Israel, Celia (D) / Middleton,
Mayes (F) (R) / Swanson, Valoree (R)

  House International Relations/Economic Dev (PUBLIC HEARING)    
MONDAY - 4/01/19
8:00 A.M., E2.014

HB 1074  Price, Four Relating to the prohibition against age discrimination in
certain employment training programs.

HB 1469  Thierry, Shawn Relating to certain public school workforce training
programs funded by the skills development fund.

HB 1695  Goldman, Craig Relating to the transfer of the regulation of motor fuel
metering and motor fuel quality from the Texas
Department of Agriculture to the Texas Department of
Licensing and Regulation.

HB 1974  Vo, Hubert Relating to consolidation of annual reporting
requirements of the Texas Workforce Commission.

HB 2366  Darby, Drew Relating to the regulation of motor fuel quality and motor
fuel metering devices.

HB 2416  Frullo, John Relating to the administration by the Texas Workforce
Commission of a workforce diploma pilot program.

HB 2521  Turner, Chris Relating to establishing an intergovernmental
development corporation in certain counties to foster
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minority- or women-owned construction businesses.
HB 2665  Flynn, Dan Relating to the authority of certain municipalities to

undertake a qualified hotel project

Committee Members: Anchia, Rafael (D) / Frullo, John (R) / Blanco, Cesar (D) / Cain,
Briscoe (R) / Larson, Lyle (R) / Metcalf, Will (R) / Perez, Mary Ann (D) / Raney, John (R) /
Romero, Ramon (D)

  House Judiciary and Civil Jurisprudence (PUBLIC HEARING)    
MONDAY - 4/01/19
8:00 A.M., E2.026

HB 504  Dutton, Harold Relating to employment protections for a person serving
as a grand juror.

HB 2083  Smithee, John Relating to the transfer of civil cases by the judicial panel
on multidistrict litigation.

HB 2928  King, Phil Relating to jurisdiction of contested probate proceedings
in counties without a statutory probate court or statutory
county court.

HB 1211  Darby, Drew Relating to certain agreements by architects and
engineers in or in connection with certain construction
contracts.

HB 2362  Moody, Joe Relating to the standard of proof in health care liability
claims involving emergency medical care.

HB 2440  Krause, Matt Relating to a certificate of merit in certain actions against
certain licensed or registered professionals.

HB 3642  Krause, Matt Relating to the jurisdiction of county courts at law in
Tarrant County.

HB 3605  Sanford, Scott Relating to appointment of an attorney ad litem to
represent an unborn child during a judicial bypass
proceeding for an abortion for a pregnant minor.

HB 4345  Sanford, Scott Relating to the disclosure by charitable organizations of
allegations of sexual misconduct.

HB 2003  Leach, Jeff Relating to the review and approval of contingent fee
contracts for certain public agencies.

HB 2004  Leach, Jeff Relating to the dismissal of certain actions relating to
Medicaid fraud.

HB 2730  Leach, Jeff Relating to civil actions involving the exercise of certain
constitutional rights.

HB 3336  Leach, Jeff Relating to the jurisdiction of, and practices and
procedures in civil cases before, justice courts, county
courts, statutory county courts, and district courts.

HB 2350  Capriglione, Giovanni Relating to prohibition of abortion.
HB 3361  Canales, Terry Relating to court reporter service fees in certain counties.
HB 332  Nevarez, Poncho Relating to the eligibility of a retired or former judge for

assignment in certain proceedings.
HB 1116  Wray, John Relating to the limitations periods for certain suits

against real estate appraisers and appraisal firms.
HB 3300  Murr, Andrew Relating to an award of costs and attorney's fees in a

motion to dismiss for certain actions that have no basis
in law or fact.

HB 3666  Murr, Andrew Relating to the effect and disregard of declarations for
mental health treatment.
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HB 1185  Cyrier, John Relating to adjudication of claims arising from certain
written contracts with state agencies.

HB 1531  Neave, Victoria Relating to the creation of a specialty court for sexual
assault victim services.

HB 1398  Smith, Reggie (F) Relating to the appointment of bailiffs by the district
courts and county courts at law in Grayson County.

HB 1196  Meza, Terry (F) Relating to changing statutory references to marihuana
to cannabis.

HB 978  Beckley, Michelle (F) Relating to certain statutory changes to reflect and
address same-sex marriages and parenting relationships
and to the removal of provisions regarding the criminality
or unacceptability of homosexual conduct.

HB 2989  Bell, Keith (F) Relating to the jurisdiction of the County Court at Law
No. 2 of Kaufman County.

HB 2854  Middleton, Mayes (F) Relating to judicial deference regarding an interpretation
of law by a state agency.

Committee Members: Leach, Jeff (R) / Farrar, Jessica (D) / Davis, Yvonne (D) / Johnson,
Julie (F) (D) / Krause, Matt (R) / Meyer, Morgan (R) / Neave, Victoria (D) / Smith, Reggie (F)
(R) / White, James (R)

  Senate State Affairs (PUBLIC HEARING)    
MONDAY - 4/01/19
9:00 A.M., SENATE CHAMBER

SB 205  Perry, Charles Relating to the use of information from the lists of
noncitizens excused or disqualified from jury service.

SB 362  Huffman, Joan Relating to court-ordered mental health services.
SB 466  Fallon, Pat (F) Relating to the eligibility of persons finally convicted of a

felony to run for certain public offices.
SB 658  Zaffirini, Judith Relating to making permanent the former temporary

increases in records archive fees and records
management and preservation fees charged by district
and county clerks.

SB 751  Hughes, Bryan Relating to the creation of a criminal offense for
fabricating a deceptive video with intent to influence the
outcome of an election.

SB 806  Johnson, Nathan (F) Relating to eligibility to serve as an interpreter in an
election.

SB 891  Huffman, Joan Relating to the operation and administration of and
practice in courts in the judicial branch of state
government.

SB 901  Hughes, Bryan Relating to election integrity.
SB 902  Hughes, Bryan Relating to public availability of election records.
SB 903  Hughes, Bryan Relating to the integrity of elections in this state.
SB 904  Hughes, Bryan Relating to the use of governmental communications

systems to distribute political advertising.
SB 966  Bettencourt, Paul Relating to the location of certain temporary branch early

voting polling places.
SB 1190  Bettencourt, Paul Relating to the residence address of a person for

purposes of a response to a confirmation notice sent by
the voter registrar.

SB 1229  Bettencourt, Paul Relating to a county, city, or independent school district
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posting election results on an Internet website.
SB 1254  Bettencourt, Paul Relating to verification of the citizenship status of certain

registered voters.
SB 1255  Bettencourt, Paul Relating to the location of countywide polling places

within a county.
SB 1568  Fallon, Pat (F) Relating to organized election fraud activity.
SB 1569  Fallon, Pat (F) Relating to the use of public money and resources by

employees of an independent school district.
SB 1575  Alvarado, Carol (F) Relating to governmental immunity of a municipality for

a cause of action arising from a disaster recovery
contract.

SB 1611  Hall, Bob Relating to a voter registrar's compliance with certain
laws and secretary of state rules.

SB 1638  Zaffirini, Judith Relating to early voting procedures.
SB 1675  West, Royce Relating to the duties of the Title IV-D agency regarding

the collection, modification, and enforcement of child
support.

SB 1676  West, Royce Relating to suits affecting the parent-child relationship
and the enforcement of child support.

SB 1728  Huffman, Joan Relating to an interim study regarding the method by
which certain trial and appellate judges are selected.

SB 1887  Huffman, Joan Relating to jurisdiction over certain child protection and
juvenile matters involving juvenile offenders.

SB 2353  Hall, Bob Relating to the creation of a fund to assist local
governments with the acquisition of voting system
equipment.

Senate State Affairs ** POSTING CHANGE **
MONDAY - 4/01/19
9:00 A.M., SENATE CHAMBER

 

ADD:
SB 2119  Alvarado, Carol (F) Relating to the transfer of the regulation of motor

fuel metering and motor fuel quality from the Texas
Department of Agriculture to the Texas Department
of Licensing and Regulation.

Committee Members: Huffman, Joan (R) / Hughes, Bryan (R) / Birdwell, Brian (R) /
Creighton, Brandon (R) / Fallon, Pat (F) (R) / Hall, Bob (R) / Lucio, Eddie (D) / Nelson, Jane
(R) / Zaffirini, Judith (D)

  House Corrections (FORMAL MEETING)    
MONDAY - 4/01/19
9:30 A.M., 1W.14

 

The committee will meet to consider pending business.

Committee Members: White, James (R) / Allen, Alma (D) / Bailes, Ernest (R) / Bowers,
Rhetta (F) (D) / Dean, Jay (R) / Neave, Victoria (D) / Sherman, Carl (F) (D) / Stephenson, Phil
(R) / Morales, Christina (F) (D)

  Senate Intergovernmental Relations (PUBLIC HEARING)    
MONDAY - 4/01/19
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9:30 A.M., E1.028
SB 86  Hall, Bob Relating to the regulation of raising or keeping six or

fewer chickens by a political subdivision.
SB 254  Rodriguez, Jose Relating to court appointment of a receiver for a property

that is in violation of certain municipal ordinances.
SB 422  Campbell, Donna Relating to the authority of a municipality to impose a

fine or fee in certain areas in the municipality's
extraterritorial jurisdiction.

SB 849  Fallon, Pat (F) Relating to requirements for new or increased municipal
fees.

SB 855  Fallon, Pat (F) Relating to information a municipality may consider in
determining the amount of certain building permit and
inspection fees

SB 893  Menendez, Jose Relating to the requirement that the comptroller of public
accounts receive copies of orders adopted in connection
with the administration of elections.

SB 1060  Hancock, Kelly Relating to the continuation of a health care provider
participation program by the Dallas County Hospital
District.

SB 1061  Hancock, Kelly Relating to the continuation of a health care provider
paticipation program by the Tarrant County Hospital
District.

SB 1114  Lucio, Eddie Relating to the sale or donation of certain school district
property for the development of affordable housing for
school district personnel.

SB 1142  Watson, Kirk Relating to authority of the Travis County Healthcare
District to appoint, contract for, or employ physicians.

SB 1480  Hinojosa, Chuy Relating to term limits for the board of hospital
managers of the Nueces County Hospital District.

SB 1510  Schwertner, Charles Relating to the apportionment of infrastructure costs in
regard to certain property development projects.

SB 1582  Lucio, Eddie Relating to benefits for peace officers relating to certain
diseases or illnesses.

SB 1720  Lucio, Eddie Relating to the threshold contract amount at which a
county is required to engage in a competitive purchasing
procedure for certain purchases.

 

The Committee may also consider the following pending business:
SB 1474  Lucio, Eddie Relating to private activity bonds allocated for

affordable housing.
SB 1545  Menendez, Jose Relating to the creation and operations of a health

care provider participation program by the Bexar
County Hospital District.

Senate Intergovernmental Relations ** POSTING CHANGE **
MONDAY - 4/01/19
9:30 A.M., E1.028

 

ADD:
SB 1402  Rodriguez, Jose Relating to regulation by certain counties of lots in

platted subdivisions that have remained
undeveloped.

SB 1751  Rodriguez, Jose Relating to the creation and operations of a health
care provider participation program by the El Paso
County Hospital District.

Committee Members: Lucio, Eddie (D) / Schwertner, Charles (R) / Alvarado, Carol (F) (D) /
Campbell, Donna (R) / Fallon, Pat (F) (R) / Menendez, Jose (D) / Nichols, Robert (R)
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  House Agriculture and Livestock (PUBLIC HEARING)    
MONDAY - 4/01/19
10:30 A.M. OR ADJ., E2.036

HB 1325  King, Tracy Relating to the production and regulation of hemp and
products made from hemp.

HB 989  Guillen, Ryan Relating to industrial hemp.
HB 2670  Guillen, Ryan Relating to the regulation of beekeeping.
HB 1657  Gutierrez, Roland Relating to the production and regulation of hemp.
HB 1868  Lozano, Jose Relating to the creation of the Texas Rural Water

Advisory Council.
HB 3766  Burrows, Dustin Relating to the storage of grapes in a public warehouse.
HB 2483  Farrar, Jessica Relating to the prohibition of certain pesticides on public

road rights-of-way.
HB 2484  Farrar, Jessica Relating to the establishment of the Bee Pollinator Goals

Task Force to develop and report on statewide pollinator
goals.

HB 3210  Martinez, Armando Relating to the establishment of the Thirty Percent Texas
Initiative to encourage the use of food produced in this
state for school lunches.

HB 136  Gonzalez, Mary Relating to pollinator health.
HB 1230  Dominguez, Alex (F) Relating to the production and regulation of hemp.
HB 3115  Zwiener, Erin (F) Relating to the establishment of an agriculture and rural

ombudsman office.
HB 3806  Springer, Drew Relating to veterinary services provided by releasing

agencies.

Committee Members: Springer, Drew (R) / Anderson, Doc (R) / Beckley, Michelle (F) (D) /
Buckley, Brad (F) (R) / Burns, DeWayne (R) / Fierro, Art (F) (D) / Meza, Terry (F) (D) /
Raymond, Richard (D) / Zwiener, Erin (F) (D)

  House Administration (PUBLIC HEARING)    
MONDAY - 4/01/19
10:30 A.M. OR ADJ., E1.010

HB 588  Gonzalez, Mary Relating to the use of certain language in statutes or
resolutions.

HB 2025  Thompson, Ed Relating to legislative oversight of certain licensing
programs administered by agencies of this state.

HB 2306  Rosenthal, Jon (F) Relating to a study regarding the public health
considerations of transportation planning.

HB 2365  Hunter, Todd Relating to information required to be published with a
notice of intent to apply for the passage of a local or
special law.

HB 3024  Deshotel, Joe Relating to the feasibility of creating and maintaining a
coastal barrier system.

HB 3040  Hunter, Todd Relating to an interim study regarding the method by
which certain trial and appellate judges are selected.

HB 3073  King, Ken Relating to a joint interim study regarding the spreading
of risk and costs related to certain natural disasters
across the state by property and casualty insurance
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companies.
HB 3178  Bowers, Rhetta (F) Relating to an interim house study regarding

retrospective denial by health benefit plans of health
benefit claims for emergency care.

HB 3260  Allen, Alma Relating to eligibility requirements to obtain a pass for
expedited access to Capitol.

HCR 118  Metcalf, Will Requesting the lieutenant governor and speaker of the
house to create a joint interim committee to study the
use of state and local partnerships and flood control
infrastructure.

Committee Members: Geren, Charlie (R) / Howard, Donna (D) / Anchia, Rafael (D) /
Anderson, Doc (R) / Flynn, Dan (R) / Ortega, Lina (D) / Parker, Tan (R) / Sanford, Scott (R) /
Sherman, Carl (F) (D) / Thierry, Shawn (D) / Thompson, Ed (R)

  House State Affairs (PUBLIC HEARING)    
MONDAY - 4/01/19
10:30 A.M. OR ADJ., E2.028

HB 415  Guerra, Bobby Relating to the procedure for adoption by a state agency
of rules that may have an adverse economic effect on
small businesses, micro-businesses, and rural
communities.

HB 632  Phelan, Dade Relating to a pilot program for the recovery of delinquent
state obligations owed to certain state agencies.

HB 1096  Capriglione, Giovanni Relating to the modernization of state agency
information technology systems.

HB 1752  Clardy, Travis Relating to the construction manager-at-risk method of
contracting for governmental construction projects.

HB 1784  Capriglione, Giovanni Relating to management and storage of state records
and information.

HB 1929  Noble, Candy (F) Relating to the prohibition of certain transactions
between a governmental entity and an abortion provider
or affiliate of the provider.

HB 2042  Stucky, Lynn Relating to postpayment audits conducted by the
comptroller and annual financial reports submitted by
state agencies.

HB 2071  Howard, Donna Relating to state agencies developing applications.
HB 2082  Stucky, Lynn Relating to recovery audits of payments made by state

agencies to vendors.
HB 2110  Shaheen, Matt Relating to state agency measurement and management

of customer satisfaction.
HB 2162  Cole, Sheryl (F) Relating to a study on the suitability of unused and

underused public facilities for joint use by state and local
governmental entities.

HB 2364  Darby, Drew Relating to the applicability of information resources
technology through statewide technology centers.

HB 2401  Deshotel, Joe Relating to the requirement that state agency employees
complete cybersecurity awareness training.

HB 2509  Gutierrez, Roland Relating to creating a criminal offense for the failure to
procure goods or services from a community
rehabilitation program.

HB 2585  Leach, Jeff Relating to civil works projects and other construction
projects of governmental entities.
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HB 2884  Miller, Rick Relating to statewide technology centers and cloud
computing

HB 2965  Toth, Steve Relating to changing the elements of an offense for
certain open meetings requirements for a member of a
governmental body.

HB 3175  Deshotel, Joe Relating to the confidentiality of certain personal
information of an applicant for disaster recovery funds.

HB 3402  Phelan, Dade Relating to changing the criminal offense of conspiracy to
circumvent the open meetings law.

HB 3535  Phelan, Dade Relating to the payment of certain fees to municipalities
by entities that provide telecommunications and cable or
video services.

HB 3542  Phelan, Dade Relating to the valuation of a retail public utility or its
facilities as part of a voluntary acquisition.

HB 3631  Bailes, Ernest Relating to the confidentiality of the e-mail address of an
applicant for or holder of a license issued by a state
agency.

HB 3752  Walle, Armando Relating to certain procedures applicable to meetings
under the open meetings law and the disclosure of public
information under the public information law in the event
of an emergency, urgent public necessity, or catastrophic
eve

HB 3784  Larson, Lyle Relating to authorizing a statewide referendum allowing
voters to indicate a preference for exempting the state
from daylight saving time or observing daylight saving
time year-round.

HB 3834  Capriglione, Giovanni Relating to the requirement that certain state and local
government employees and state contractors complete a
cybersecurity training program certified by the state
cybersecurity coordinator.

HB 3875  Capriglione, Giovanni Relating to cloud compatibility of certain state agency
information technology purchases.

HB 3899  Springer, Drew Relating to the encouragement of intra-state commerce.
HB 3995  Phelan, Dade Relating to certificates of convenience and necessity for

the construction of transmission facilities.
HB 4150  Paddie, Chris Relating to safety and inspection reporting requirements

for certain utilities
HB 4214  Capriglione, Giovanni Relating to matters concerning governmental entities,

including cybersecurity, governmental efficiencies,
information resources, and emergency planning.

HJR 117  Larson, Lyle Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing a
statewide referendum allowing voters to indicate a
preference for exempting this state from daylight saving
time or observing daylight saving time year-round.

House State Affairs ** POSTING CHANGE **
MONDAY - 4/01/19
10:30 A.M. OR ADJ., E2.028

 

ADD:
HB 3912  Phelan, Dade Relating to state agency reports submitted to the

legislature.

Committee Members: Phelan, Dade (R) / Hernandez, Ana (D) / Deshotel, Joe (D) / Guerra,
Bobby (D) / Harless, Sam (F) (R) / Holland, Justin (R) / Hunter, Todd (R) / King, Phil (R) /
Parker, Tan (R) / Raymond, Richard (D) / Rodriguez, Eddie (D) / Smithee, John (R) / Springer,
Drew (R)
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  House Public Health (FORMAL MEETING)    
MONDAY - 4/01/19
1:45 P.M. OR ADJ., 1W.14

 

To consider pending business

Committee Members: Thompson, Senfronia (D) / Wray, John (R) / Allison, Steve (F) (R) /
Coleman, Garnet (D) / Frank, James (R) / Guerra, Bobby (D) / Lucio III, Eddie (D) / Ortega,
Lina (D) / Price, Four (R) / Sheffield, J.D. (R) / Zedler, Bill (R)

  House Criminal Jurisprudence (PUBLIC HEARING)    
MONDAY - 4/01/19
2:00 P.M. OR ADJ., E2.012

HB 15  Thompson, Senfronia Relating to the prosecution of, penalties for, and other
consequences of prostitution, trafficking of persons, and
related criminal offenses, the admissibility of evidence.

HB 221  Gervin-Hawkins, Barbara Relating to the standards for attorneys representing
indigent defendants in certain capital felony cases.

HB 261  Frank, James Relating to the prosecution of the offense of capital
murder.

HB 300  Murr, Andrew Relating to inquest summary reports certified by justices
of the peace.

HB 309  Moody, Joe Relating to the creation of the criminal offense of
indecent assault, to judicial protection for victims of that
offense, and to certain criminal acts committed in
relation to that offense.

HB 335  Dutton, Harold Relating to the penalties for possession of one ounce or
less of marihuana and eligibility for placement on
community supervision or on deferred adjudication
community supervision for that offense.

HB 371  Allen, Alma Relating to the prosecution of and penalties for
possession of one ounce or less of marihuana.

HB 753  Wu, Gene Relating to the prosecution of and penalties for
possession of 0.35 ounces or less of marihuana.

HB 981  Parker, Tan Relating to the offense of money laundering.
HB 1088  Geren, Charlie Relating to enhancing the criminal penalties for certain

repeat and habitual offenders.
HB 1206  Cole, Sheryl (F) Relating to the prosecution of and penalties for

possession of marihuana.
HB 1320  Moody, Joe Relating to the operation of, participation in, and effects

of successful completion of a mental health court
program.

HB 1573  Raney, John Relating to the prosecution of the criminal offense of
capital murder.

HB 1812  Murr, Andrew Relating to the provision of funding for indigent defense
services.

HB 2130  Walle, Armando Relating to the duties of the court regarding a plea
bargain agreement that requires a defendant to pay
costs associated with court-appointed counsel.

HB 2131  Walle, Armando Relating to a public defender's investigation into a
defendant's finances.
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HB 2164  Burns, DeWayne Relating to imposing civil and criminal penalties for
prohibiting or otherwise restricting a peace officer or
special investigator from carrying a weapon on certain
premises open to the public.

HB 2427  Reynolds, Ron Relating to grand jury proceedings.
HB 2518  Toth, Steve Relating to the penalties for the possession of two

ounces or less of marihuana.
HB 2894  Collier, Nicole Relating to the prosecution of health care fraud.
HB 2937  Sheffield, J.D. Relating to the offense of aggravated assault using a

deadly weapon.
HB 3590  Hunter, Todd Relating to the prosecution of and punishment for certain

trafficking and prostitution offenses and certain other
consequences of those offenses.

HB 3637  Guillen, Ryan Relating to the confidentiality of certain personal
information of a person protected by a magistrate's order
for emergency protection.

HB 3827  Sherman, Carl (F) Relating to the procedures for appointing counsel to
represent indigent defendants in certain post-conviction
proceedings in capital cases.

HJR 108  Canales, Terry Proposing a constitutional amendment to authorize and
regulate the possession, cultivation, and sale of
cannabis.

Committee Members: Collier, Nicole (D) / Zedler, Bill (R) / Bell, Keith (F) (R) / Gonzalez,
Jessica (F) (D) / Hunter, Todd (R) / King, Phil (R) / Moody, Joe (D) / Murr, Andrew (R) /
Pacheco, Leo (F) (D)

  House Defense and Veteran's Affairs (PUBLIC HEARING)    
MONDAY - 4/01/19
2:00 P.M. OR ADJ., E1.026

HB 295  Cain, Briscoe Relating to designating March 29 as Vietnam Veterans
Day.

HB 819  Leach, Jeff Relating to the issuance of China Service Medal specialty
license plates.

HB 408  Cortez, Philip Relating to the issuance of Army of Occupation Medal
specialty license plates.

HB 2119  Cortez, Philip Relating to the application for and loans from the Texas
military value revolving loan account.

HB 2506  Hinojosa, Gina Relating to the designation of a portion of Farm-to-
Market Road 734 in Austin as the Sergeant Jonathan J.
Dunbar Memorial Parkway.

HB 2588  Phelan, Dade Relating to the award of grants by the Texas Workforce
Commission to facilitate the participation of certain
veterans and military personnel in apprenticeship
training programs.

HB 3310  Romero, Ramon Relating to assisting inmates in the Texas Department of
Criminal Justice in obtaining veterans disability benefits.

HB 3311  Romero, Ramon Relating to the verification of the veteran status of
inmates and prisoners.

HB 3359  Miller, Rick Relating to pro bono legal services for veterans and
service members and an exemption from the state bar
membership fee for attorneys providing those services.

HB 3360  Miller, Rick Relating to the use of the fund for veterans' assistance to
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provide pro bono legal services to veterans and active
duty service members.

HB 3391  Shine, Hugh Relating to awarding certain medals for military service
performed individually or as part of a crew.

HB 3412  Miller, Rick Relating to the creation of the Texas Veterans County
Service Officer Task Force.

HB 3671  Frank, James Relating to the designation of a portion of State Highway
6 as the Corporal David Anthony Gentry Memorial
Bridge.

HCR 120  Dean, Jay Directing the governor of the State of Texas to
posthumously award the Texas Legislative Medal of
Honor to George Benton Turner.

Committee Members: Flynn, Dan (R) / Tinderholt, Tony (R) / Ashby, Trent (R) / Hinojosa,
Gina (D) / Lozano, Jose (R) / Ramos, Ana-Maria (F) (D) / Reynolds, Ron (D) / Romero, Ramon
(D) / Lopez, Ray (F) (D)

  Senate Agriculture (PUBLIC HEARING)    
MONDAY - 4/01/19
2:00 P.M. OR ADJ., 2E.20

SB 697  Rodriguez, Jose Relating to the regulation of migrant labor housing
facilities.

SB 761  Hinojosa, Chuy Relating to the regulation of oyster harvesting;
increasing a criminal penalty.

SB 1672  Perry, Charles Relating to the detection and mitigation of plant pests
and diseases.

 

PENDING BUSINESS

Committee Members: Hall, Bob (R) / Rodriguez, Jose (D) / Hinojosa, Chuy (D) / Perry,
Charles (R) / Schwertner, Charles (R)

  Senate Water and Rural Affairs (PUBLIC HEARING)    
MONDAY - 4/01/19
2:00 P.M. OR ADJ., E1.012

SB 81  Hall, Bob Relating to the naming of a reservoir by certain water
districts.

SB 317  Hughes, Bryan Relating to the taking of feral hogs without a hunting
license.

SB 483  Campbell, Donna Relating to permits for certain injection wells that
transect a portion of the Edwards Aquifer.

SB 520  Campbell, Donna Relating to the storage and recovery of water in a portion
of the Edwards Aquifer.

SB 641  Huffman, Joan Relating to dangerous wild animals.
SB 665  Kolkhorst, Lois Relating to the authority of coastal counties to adopt

certain rules for island parks, beach parks, and public
beaches; creating a criminal offense.

SB 669  Buckingham, Dawn Relating to the date for the confirmation election for the
Southwestern Travis County Groundwater Conservation
District.

SB 733  Perry, Charles Relating to the authorization of a fee for participation in
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the Managed Lands Deer Program.
SB 851  Perry, Charles Relating to the award of attorney's fees and other costs

in certain proceedings involving a groundwater
conservation district.

SB 979  Hughes, Bryan Relating to including cuttings as a form of propagation
for citrus budwood and citrus nursery stock certification
programs.

SB 1438  Taylor, Larry Relating to prohibitions on the disposition of property
interests by navigation districts for certain purposes.

Committee Members: Perry, Charles (R) / Creighton, Brandon (R) / Alvarado, Carol (F) (D) /
Johnson, Nathan (F) (D) / Kolkhorst, Lois (R) / Rodriguez, Jose (D) / Taylor, Larry (R)

TUESDAY - 4/02/19
  House Human Services (PUBLIC HEARING)    

TUESDAY - 4/02/19
8:00 A.M., E2.030

HB 702  Lucio III, Eddie Relating to creating a voluntary program to recognize
licensed before-school and after-school programs that
promote healthy eating and physical activity.

HB 1808  Lucio III, Eddie Relating to standards for nutrition, physical activity, and
screen time for certain child-care facilities and homes.

HB 2453  Davis, Sarah Relating to the operation and administration of Medicaid,
including the Medicaid managed care program.

HB 2832  Phelan, Dade Relating to the referral of certain pregnant women to a
nurse-family partnership program.

HB 3157  Raymond, Richard Relating to the duties of the Health and Human Services
Commission's office of inspector general.

HB 3159  Raymond, Richard Relating to the accreditation of a Medicaid managed care
plan.

HB 3329  Frank, James Relating to the services provided by assisted living
facilities.

HB 3331  Frank, James Relating to the procedures and grounds for terminating
the parent-child relationship, for taking possession of a
child, and for certain hearings in a suit affecting the
parent-child relationship.

HB 3428  Capriglione, Giovanni Relating to training on Alzheimer's disease and dementia
for certain Department of Family and Protective Services
employees and area agencies on aging employees and
volunteers.

HB 3721  Deshotel, Joe Relating to an independent review organization to
conduct reviews of certain medical necessity
determinations under the Medicaid managed care
program.

HB 3747  Krause, Matt Relating to the eligibility of children and prioritization of
persons on waiting lists for certain Medicaid long-term
care services waiver programs.

HB 3860  Krause, Matt Relating to a child's eligibility for the Medicaid buy-in for
children program or the medically dependent children
(MDCP) waiver program.

HB 3931  Meza, Terry (F) Relating to simplified certification and recertification
requirements for certain persons under the supplemental
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nutrition assistance program.
HB 4188  Middleton, Mayes (F) Relating to the authority of the Department of Family and

Protective Services to conduct certain interviews of a
child who is the subject of a report of abuse or neglect.

HB 4189  Middleton, Mayes (F) Relating to the duty of certain professionals to report
child abuse and neglect.

HB 4533  Klick, Stephanie Relating to the system redesign for delivery of Medicaid
acute care services and long-term services and supports
to persons with an intellectual or developmental
disability.

Committee Members: Frank, James (R) / Hinojosa, Gina (D) / Clardy, Travis (R) / Deshotel,
Joe (D) / Klick, Stephanie (R) / Meza, Terry (F) (D) / Miller, Rick (R) / Noble, Candy (F) (R) /
Rose, Toni (D)

  House Insurance (PUBLIC HEARING)    
TUESDAY - 4/02/19
8:00 A.M., E2.014

HB 2967  Oliverson, Tom Relating to prohibited balance billing and an independent
dispute resolution program for out-of-network coverage
under certain managed care plans.

HB 3933  Martinez Fischer, Trey Relating to consumer protections against billing and
limitations on information reported by consumer
reporting agencies.

HB 1739  Geren, Charlie Relating to recovery under uninsured and underinsured
motorist insurance coverage.

HB 2694  Lucio III, Eddie Relating to the authority of certain insurers to make
investments in bond exchange-traded funds.

HB 1584  Thompson, Senfronia Relating to health benefit plan coverage of prescription
drugs for stage-four advanced, metastatic cancer.

HB 649  Krause, Matt Relating to disclosures by liability insurers and
policyholders to third-party claimants.

HB 2231  Oliverson, Tom Relating to the practices and operation of pharmacy
benefit managers.

HB 3420  Lambert, Stan Relating to continuation of automobile insurance
coverage for temporary substitute vehicles during a
person automobile insurance policy term.

HB 897  Ortega, Lina Relating to safety requirements for a person directly
operating an amusement ride.

HB 1914  Moody, Joe Relating to prompt payment of claims to certain
physicians and health care providers.

HB 1968  Anderson, Doc Relating to coverage for treatment of craniofacial
abnormalities under certain health benefit plans.

HB 2486  Goldman, Craig Relating to certain required disclosures and prohibited
practices of certain employee benefit plans and health
insurance policies that provide benefits for dental care
services.

HB 2659  Paul, Dennis Relating to the use of company names by public
insurance adjusters.

HB 3334  Paul, Dennis Relating to waiver of continuing education requirements
for certain insurance adjusters.

HB 2893  Oliverson, Tom Relating to eligibility to establish a multiple employer
welfare arrangement.
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HB 3911  Vo, Hubert Relating to the examination by the commissioner of
insurance of certain insurers â€™ network quality and
adequacy.

HB 317  Raymond, Richard Relating to the use of clinical decision support software
and laboratory benefits management programs by
physicians and health care providers in connection with
provision of clinical laboratory services.

HB 2631  Johnson, Julie (F) Relating to physician and health care practitioner
credentialing by managed care plan issuers.

HB 2632  Johnson, Julie (F) Relating to notice by certain managed care entities of
changes to reimbursement amounts applicable to certain
physicians and health care providers.

HB 1410  Lucio III, Eddie Relating to payment for care provided by a chiropractor
under certain health benefit plans.

Committee Members: Lucio III, Eddie (D) / Oliverson, Tom (R) / Bonnen, Greg (R) / Davis,
Sarah (R) / Johnson, Julie (F) (D) / Lambert, Stan (R) / Paul, Dennis (R) / Turner, Chris (D) /
Vo, Hubert (D)

  House Land and Resource Management (PUBLIC HEARING)    
TUESDAY - 4/02/19
8:00 A.M., E2.012

HB 1367  Harris, Cody (F) Relating to the disposition of real property intended for
high-speed rail projects.

HB 1672  Calanni, Gina (F) Relating to the powers and duties of the Harris County
Municipal Utility District No. 375.

HB 1673  Calanni, Gina (F) Relating to the powers and duties of the Harris County
Municipal Utility District No. 376.

HB 1674  Calanni, Gina (F) Relating to the powers and duties of the Harris County
Municipal Utility District No. 377.

HB 1676  Calanni, Gina (F) Relating to the powers and duties of the Harris County
Municipal Utility District No. 378.

HB 1677  Calanni, Gina (F) Relating to the powers and duties of the Harris County
Municipal Utility District No. 379.

HB 1678  Calanni, Gina (F) Relating to the powers and duties of the Harris County
Municipal Utility District No. 380.

HB 2018  Thierry, Shawn Relating to required notice for municipal management
districts that annex or exclude territory.

HB 2442  Phelan, Dade Relating to the exchange of certain state property in
Orange County by the Public Safety Commission.

HB 2589  Lozano, Jose Relating to county consent for certain municipal
annexations.

HB 2590  Biedermann, Kyle Relating to the administration, powers, and duties of a
municipal utility district.

HB 2671  Calanni, Gina (F) Relating to the creation of the Harris County Municipal
Utility District No. 569.

HB 3047  Bell, Cecil Relating to the creation of the Montgomery County
Municipal Utility District No. 167.

HB 3167  Oliverson, Tom Relating to the procedure for approval of certain land
development applications by a political subdivision.

HB 3169  Guillen, Ryan Relating to continuation of land use for an area
containing a permanent retail structure after municipal
annexation.
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HB 3371  Darby, Drew Relating to the regulation of certain battery-charged
fences by municipalities and counties.

HB 3417  Toth, Steve Relating to the applicability of certain municipal
ordinances in the municipality's extraterritorial
jurisdiction.

HB 3422  Stephenson, Phil Relating to the creation of the Fort Bend County
Municipal Utility District No. 231.

HB 3454  Toth, Steve Relating to the release of extraterritorial jurisdiction by a
municipality involving certain areas.

HB 3477  Paul, Dennis Relating to the authority of a municipality to enforce
certain municipal building regulations.

HB 3636  Morrison, Geanie Relating to the transfer of certain state property from the
Texas Department of Criminal Justice to DeWitt County.

Committee Members: Craddick, Tom (R) / Munoz, Sergio (D) / Bell, Cecil (R) / Biedermann,
Kyle (R) / Canales, Terry (D) / Leman, Ben (R) / Minjarez, Ina (D) / Stickland, Jonathan (R) /
Thierry, Shawn (D)

  Licensing and Administrative Procedures (PUBLIC HEARING)    
TUESDAY - 4/02/19
8:00 A.M., E2.028

HB 1545  Paddie, Chris Relating to the continuation and functions of the Texas
Alcoholic Beverage Commission.

Licensing and Administrative Procedures ** POSTING CHANGE **
TUESDAY - 4/02/19
8:00 A.M., E2.028

 

ADD:
HB 105  Minjarez, Ina Relating to the inclusion of information about

oversize and overweight vehicles in the curriculum of
driver education and driving safety courses.

HB 1095  Hernandez, Ana Relating to the imposition of certain criminal history
record information requirements regarding the
licensing of massage therapy.

HB 2281  Hinojosa, Gina Relating to the consumption, possession, or sale of
an alcoholic beverage at a stadium or athletic facility
leased to a nonprofit or private entity by a school
district.

HB 2303  Moody, Joe Relating to the definition of a bet for purposes of
gambling criminal offenses.

HB 2452  Goldman, Craig Relating to the Texas Department of Licensing and
Regulation complaint review process.

HB 2633  Morrison, Geanie Relating to the consumption, possession, or sale of
an alcoholic beverage at a performing arts facility
leased to a nonprofit organization by a school district.

HB 2790  Goldman, Craig Relating to prima facie evidence of the intent to sell
certain alcoholic beverages.

HB 2791  Goldman, Craig Relating to the transport of alcoholic beverages for
personal consumption.

HB 3271  Harless, Sam (F) Relating to the removal of certain alcoholic beverages
that become unfit for consumption after a natural
disaster.

HB 4405  Guillen, Ryan Relating to the requirement that certain applicants
for a vehicle dealer general distinguishing number
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complete a dealer education course.

Committee Members: King, Tracy (D) / Goldman, Craig (R) / Geren, Charlie (R) / Guillen,
Ryan (D) / Harless, Sam (F) (R) / Hernandez, Ana (D) / Herrero, Abel (D) / King, Ken (R) /
Kuempel, John (R) / Paddie, Chris (R) / Thompson, Senfronia (D)

  House Public Education (PUBLIC HEARING)    
TUESDAY - 4/02/19
8:00 A.M., E2.036

HB 963  Bell, Cecil Relating to the career and technology education and
technology applications allotment and the essential
knowledge and skills of the career and technology
education and technology applications curriculums.

HB 1468  Talarico, James (F) Relating to the creation of a task force to examine the
effectiveness of school counseling programs provided for
students enrolled in public schools.

HB 1517  Coleman, Garnet Relating to a notification requirement if a public school,
including an open-enrollment charter school, does not
have a nurse assigned to the school during all
instructional hours.

HB 2030  Turner, John (F) Relating to the eligibility of certain children in
prekindergarten programs in public schools.

HB 2184  Allen, Alma Relating to a public school student's transition from an
alternative education program to a regular classroom.

HB 2984  Allison, Steve (F) Relating to the essential knowledge and skills of the
technology applications curriculum.

HB 3007  Turner, Chris Relating to requiring the Texas Education Agency to
provide to a school district certain information used in
determining academic accountability ratings for the
district.

HB 3217  Ashby, Trent Relating to certain eligibility requirements for issuance of
a teaching certificate.

HB 3323  Burns, DeWayne Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's
employment policy on the district's Internet website.

HB 3435  Bowers, Rhetta (F) Relating to establishing and celebrating Texas Girls in
STEM Day.

HB 3710  Bell, Keith (F) Relating to providing public school students and
classroom teachers tutorials for end-of-course
assessment instruments required for graduation.

HB 3966  Raymond, Richard Relating to Holocaust Remembrance Week in public
schools.

HB 4310  Dutton, Harold Relating to teacher instructional time.
HB 4487  Frullo, John Relating to exclusion of certain public school student

disciplinary actions from reports required by state or
federal law.

HCR 59  Guillen, Ryan Designating the second week of November as School
Psychologist Appreciation Week for a 10-year period
beginning in 2019.

Committee Members: Huberty, Dan (R) / Bernal, Diego (D) / Allen, Alma (D) / Allison, Steve
(F) (R) / Ashby, Trent (R) / Bell, Keith (F) (R) / Dutton, Harold (D) / Gonzalez, Mary (D) /
King, Ken (R) / Meyer, Morgan (R) / Sanford, Scott (R) / Talarico, James (F) (D) / VanDeaver,
Gary (R)
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  Senate Business and Commerce (PUBLIC HEARING)    
TUESDAY - 4/02/19
8:00 A.M., E1.012

SB 37  Zaffirini, Judith Relating to the abolition of student loan default or breach
of a student loan repayment or scholarship contract as a
ground for nonrenewal of professional license.

SB 442  Hancock, Kelly Relating to a disclosure regarding flood coverage under a
residential property insurance policy.

SB 494  Huffman, Joan Relating to certain procedures applicable to meetings
under the open meetings law and the disclosure of public
information under the public information law in the event
of an emergency, urgent public necessity, or catastrophic
eve

SB 594  Kolkhorst, Lois Relating to the creation of a business advisory council on
disaster recovery and mitigation.

SB 799  Alvarado, Carol (F) Relating to the creation of a business advisory council to
provide advice on economic recovery following a disaster.

SB 986  Kolkhorst, Lois Relating to contract management standards and
information for contracts related to emergency
management.

SB 1034  Hancock, Kelly Relating to an exemption from the plumbing licensing
law for plumbing work performed on certain private
property.

SB 1036  Taylor, Larry Relating to replacement cost coverage in policies issued
by the Texas Windstorm Insurance Association.

SB 1266  Buckingham, Dawn Relating to certain regulations adopted by governmental
entities for the building products, materials, or methods
used in the construction of residential or commercial
structures.

SB 1344  Alvarado, Carol (F) Relating to paid leave for a state employee who is a
search and rescue volunteer.

SB 1349  Watson, Kirk Relating to authorizing the sale of certain real property
by the Texas Facilities Commission on behalf of the state.

SB 1394  Seliger, Kel Relating to the regulation of companies that prearrange
barbering and cosmetology services outside of certain
facilities.

SB 1414  Hancock, Kelly Relating to fees regarding a residential tenant's failure to
timely pay rent.

SB 1859  Hancock, Kelly Relating to business entities.
SB 1938  Hancock, Kelly Relating to certificates of convenience and necessity for

the construction of transmission facilities.
SB 1941  Hancock, Kelly Relating to the use of electric energy storage facilities in

the ERCOT power region.
SB 1969  Hancock, Kelly Relating to ratification of defective corporate acts of

nonprofit corporations.
SB 1970  Hancock, Kelly Relating to the filing of an assumed name certificate by

certain business entities.
SB 1971  Hancock, Kelly Relating to domestic corporations and other domestic

entities.
SB 1972  Hancock, Kelly Relating to derivative proceedings on behalf of for-profit

corporations, limited liability companies, and limited
partnerships.
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SB 2116  Hancock, Kelly Relating to the sale of electric power to certain public
customers.

SB 2305  Taylor, Larry Relating to the certification of certain improvements by
the Texas Department of Insurance in connection with
the issuance of insurance by the Texas Windstorm
Insurance Association.

SB 2330  Creighton, Brandon Relating to the temporary authority of certain individuals
to engage in business as a residential mortgage loan
originator.

SB 2232  Hancock, Kelly Relating to a study of the elimination of the effects of
renewable energy subsidies.

SB 2410  Menendez, Jose Relating to the definition of a public entertainment
facility for purposes of certain alcoholic beverage-related
activities.

 

Pending business

Committee Members: Hancock, Kelly (R) / Nichols, Robert (R) / Campbell, Donna (R) /
Creighton, Brandon (R) / Menendez, Jose (D) / Paxton, Angela (F) (R) / Schwertner, Charles
(R) / Whitmire, John (D) / Zaffirini, Judith (D)

  Senate Health and Human Services (PUBLIC HEARING)    
TUESDAY - 4/02/19
8:00 A.M., SENATE CHAMBER

SB 438  Nelson, Jane Relating to the repeal of certain time limitations on the
award of grants by the Cancer Prevention and Research
Institute of Texas Oversight Committee.

SB 572  Kolkhorst, Lois Relating to foods produced by a cottage food production
operation and a cottage food industry study.

SB 791  Buckingham, Dawn Relating to the accreditation of and a recipient's
enrollment in a Medicaid managed care plan.

SB 932  Hughes, Bryan Relating to the regulation of certain direct sales of food
to consumers and a limitation on the fee amount for
certain permits.

SB 1101  Kolkhorst, Lois Relating to the consolidation of ombudsman programs
administered by the Health and Human Services
Commission.

SB 1105  Kolkhorst, Lois Relating to administration and operation of Medicaid,
including Medicaid managed care.

SB 1140  Watson, Kirk Relating to an independent medical review of certain
determinations by the Health and Human Services
Commission or a Medicaid managed care organization.

SB 1207  Perry, Charles Relating to the coordination of private health benefits
with Medicaid benefits.

SB 1239  Johnson, Nathan (F) Relating to continuing education requirements for
surgical technologists.

SB 1283  Miles, Borris Relating to the availability under Medicaid of certain
drugs used to treat human immunodeficiency virus and
prevent acquired immune deficiency syndrome.

SB 1445  Perry, Charles Relating to simplified certification and recertification
requirements for certain persons under the supplemental
nutrition assistance program.

SB 1834  Alvarado, Carol (F) Relating to a study and pilot program regarding the use
of incentives to purchase certain fruits or vegetables
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under the supplemental nutrition assistance program.
SB 2480  Kolkhorst, Lois Relating to the establishment of the Medicaid Waiver

Renewal Legislative Oversight Committee.

 Pending Business
Senate Health and Human Services ** POSTING CHANGE **
TUESDAY - 4/02/19
8:00 A.M., SENATE CHAMBER

 

ADD:
SB 1235  Buckingham, Dawn Relating to the enrollment of health care providers in

Medicaid.
DELETE:

SB 791  Buckingham, Dawn Relating to the accreditation of and a recipient's
enrollment in a Medicaid managed care plan.

Committee Members: Kolkhorst, Lois (R) / Perry, Charles (R) / Buckingham, Dawn (R) /
Campbell, Donna (R) / Flores, Pete (R) / Johnson, Nathan (F) (D) / Miles, Borris (D) / Powell,
Beverly (F) (D) / Seliger, Kel (R)

  Senate Education (PUBLIC HEARING)    
TUESDAY - 4/02/19
9:00 A.M., E1.028

SB 591  Watson, Kirk Relating to an adult education program provided under
an adult high school diploma and industry certification
charter school program, eligibility of certain students.

SB 676  Buckingham, Dawn Relating to establishing residency for purposes of
admission into public schools.

SB 863  Watson, Kirk Relating to a study of costs associated with dual credit
courses offered at public high schools.

SB 1276  Powell, Beverly (F) Relating to an agreement between a school district and
public institution of higher education to provide a dual
credit program to high school students enrolled in the
district.

SB 1323  Taylor, Larry Relating to requiring certain students awarded dual credit
by a public institution of higher education to complete
and submit a financial aid application for higher
education costs.

SB 1731  Paxton, Angela (F) Relating to certain degree and internship requirements
for teacher certification.

SB 2073  Taylor, Larry Relating to a reduction in required days of service for
educators in public schools under certain circumstances.

Senate Education ** POSTING CHANGE **
TUESDAY - 4/02/19
9:00 A.M., E1.028

 

ADD:
SB 251  Bettencourt, Paul Relating to courses offered jointly by public junior

colleges and independent school districts.

Committee Members: Taylor, Larry (R) / Lucio, Eddie (D) / Bettencourt, Paul (R) / Campbell,
Donna (R) / Fallon, Pat (F) (R) / Hall, Bob (R) / Hughes, Bryan (R) / Paxton, Angela (F) (R) /
Powell, Beverly (F) (D) / Watson, Kirk (D) / West, Royce (D)
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  House Business and Industry (PUBLIC HEARING)    
TUESDAY - 4/02/19
10:30 A.M. OR ADJ., E2.016

 

The committee will meet to hear invited testimony from a Texas business
leader regarding the Texas business climate and industry trends.
After that, the committee will hear public testimony on the following:

HB 495  Deshotel, Joe Relating to the consideration of criminal history
record information regarding applicants for
employment.

HB 701  Lucio III, Eddie Relating to the regulation of call centers.
HB 733  Zedler, Bill Relating to the eligibility of certain physicians to

provide and receive remuneration for workers'
compensation health care services.

HB 850  Johnson, Eric Relating to the prohibition of employment
discrimination based on sexual orientation or gender
identity or expression.

HB 1036  Beckley, Michelle (F) Relating to mandatory sales price disclosure in real
property sales.

HB 1833  Wray, John Relating to the authority to transfer real property in
the name of an entity.

HB 1941  Phelan, Dade Relating to unconscionable prices charged by certain
health care facilities for medical care.

HB 1002  Collier, Nicole Relating to the term of a parking permit issued to a
residential tenant by a landlord.

HB 1061  Minjarez, Ina Relating to mandatory arbitration as a condition of
employment.

HB 2457  Canales, Terry Relating to certain obligations of and limitations on
landlords regarding residential tenants' rental
payments, late fees, and security deposits.

HB 2919  Shine, Hugh Relating to a demonstration program at the State
Office of Risk Management for real-time processing of
workers' compensation authorizations of payment for
medical services and medical bills.

HB 3530  Moody, Joe Relating to the towing of certain property from a self-
service storage facility for disposition by a vehicle
storage facility.

HB 4390  Capriglione, Giovanni Relating to the privacy of personal identifying
information.

HB 4518  Martinez Fischer, Trey Relating to the privacy of a consumer's personal
information collected by certain businesses.

Committee Members: Martinez Fischer, Trey (D) / Darby, Drew (R) / Beckley, Michelle (F)
(D) / Collier, Nicole (D) / Landgraf, Brooks (R) / Moody, Joe (D) / Parker, Tan (R) / Patterson,
Jared (F) (R) / Shine, Hugh (R)

  House Environmental Regulation (PUBLIC HEARING)    
TUESDAY - 4/02/19
10:30 A.M. OR ADJ. E1.010

HB 990  Gutierrez, Roland Relating to a study by the Texas Water Development
Board and the Texas Commission on Environmental
Quality regarding the effects of the construction of a
border wall on storm drainage and other environmental
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matters in this state.
HB 1346  Thompson, Ed Relating to the eligibility requirements for the diesel

emissions reduction incentive program.
HB 1746  Lozano, Jose Relating to sources of funding and administration of the

Texas emissions reduction plan.
HB 3045  Nevarez, Poncho Relating to the provision of solid waste disposal services

in the extraterritorial jurisdiction of certain
municipalities.

HB 3224  Lozano, Jose Relating to the creation of a defense under the Solid
Waste Disposal Act for persons engaged in certain
recycling transactions.

HB 4116  Zwiener, Erin (F) Relating to a voluntary financial assurance program for
permit holders under the National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System.

Committee Members: Lozano, Jose (R) / Thompson, Ed (R) / Blanco, Cesar (D) / Kacal, Kyle
(R) / Kuempel, John (R) / Morrison, Geanie (R) / Reynolds, Ron (D) / Turner, John (F) (D) /
Zwiener, Erin (F) (D)

  House Natural Resources (PUBLIC HEARING)    
TUESDAY - 4/02/19
10:30 A.M. OR ADJ., E2.010

HB 1263  Thompson, Ed Relating to an order by a drainage district to maintain
certain infrastructure.

HB 3099  Nevarez, Poncho Relating to standards for water management in certain
areas.

HB 3843  Nevarez, Poncho Relating to the use of a priority groundwater
management area study in certain areas.

HB 137  Hinojosa, Gina Relating to reports by the Texas Commission on
Environmental Quality about dams that have certain
hazard classifications.

HB 3782  Harless, Sam (F) Relating to the right to remove property encroaching on
areas owned or controlled by the Harris County Flood
Control District.

HB 4642  King, Phil Relating to the powers and duties of the Rolling V Ranch
Water Control and Improvement District No. 1 of Wise
County.

HB 4166  VanDeaver, Gary Relating to a study of the feasibility of the expansion of
navigation on the Red River by the Red River Authority of
Texas.

HB 3339  Dominguez, Alex (F) Relating to requirements for programs of water
conservation and water conservation plans.

HB 3324  Zwiener, Erin (F) Relating to groundwater impact contingency planning by
pipeline operators.

HB 1904  Larson, Lyle Relating to withdrawals of water from the Edwards
Aquifer to supply a military installation.

HB 724  Larson, Lyle Relating to the authorization by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality of the discharge, diversion, and
transfer or other reuse of treated brackish groundwater
and return flows derived from treated brackish
groundwater.

HB 3552  Sheffield, J.D. Relating to certain notice requirements regarding
fluoridation of a water supply system.
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HB 3913  Huberty, Dan Relating to an exception from required disclosure under
the public information law for certain personal
information obtained by certain flood control districts.

HB 2125  Burns, DeWayne Relating to the award of attorney's fees and other costs
in certain suits involving a groundwater conservation
district.

Committee Members: Larson, Lyle (R) / Metcalf, Will (R) / Dominguez, Alex (F) (D) / Farrar,
Jessica (D) / Harris, Cody (F) (R) / King, Tracy (D) / Lang, Mike (R) / Nevarez, Poncho (D) /
Oliverson, Tom (R) / Price, Four (R) / Ramos, Ana-Maria (F) (D)

  Senate Criminal Justice (PUBLIC HEARING)    
TUESDAY - 4/02/19
1:30 P.M. OR ADJ., E1.016

SB 719  Fallon, Pat (F) Relating to the prosecution of the offense of capital
murder.

SB 1147  Buckingham, Dawn Relating to conditions of community supervision
applicable to certain intoxication offenses.

SB 1154  Perry, Charles Relating to the powers and duties of the Texas Civil
Commitment Office and to certain requirements
regarding the payment of costs associated with civil
commitment.

SB 1248  Miles, Borris Relating to a community supervision and corrections
department policy regarding supervision officer meetings
and visits.

SB 1259  Huffman, Joan Relating to the prosecution of the offense of sexual
assault.

SB 1397  Flores, Pete Relating to exempting certain honorably retired peace
officers from continuing education requirements.

SB 1702  Whitmire, John Relating to the powers and duties of the office of
independent ombudsman for the Texas Juvenile Justice
Department.

SB 1820  Huffman, Joan Relating to the prosecution of the criminal offense of
impersonating a public servant.

SB 2100  Birdwell, Brian Relating to the transfer of a retired county or municipal
law enforcement animal.

SJR 32  Birdwell, Brian Proposing a constitutional amendment to allow the
transfer of a dog used for county law enforcement
purposes to the dog's handler on the dog's retirement.

Committee Members: Whitmire, John (D) / Huffman, Joan (R) / Buckingham, Dawn (R) /
Flores, Pete (R) / Hughes, Bryan (R) / Miles, Borris (D) / Perry, Charles (R)

  Senate Property Tax (PUBLIC HEARING)    
TUESDAY - 4/02/19
1:30 P.M. OR ADJ., 2E.20

The Committee will meet to consider pending business and the following:
SB 597  Buckingham, Dawn Relating to a prohibition on the imposition by an

appraisal district or the appraisal review board for an
appraisal district of a fee in connection with a protest
filed with the board.
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SB 1007  Bettencourt, Paul Relating to the prepayment of ad valorem taxes.
SB 1026  Bettencourt, Paul Relating to a proposition to approve the issuance of

bonds or other debt.
SB 1146  Fallon, Pat (F) Relating to the eligibility of certain local officials to

serve as the chief appraiser of an appraisal district or
as the assessor for a taxing unit that operates an
appraisal office.

SB 1157  Fallon, Pat (F) Relating to the deadline for filing an application for an
allocation of the value of certain property for ad
valorem tax purposes.

SB 1261  Bettencourt, Paul Relating to the eligibility of a person to serve as the
chief appraiser for an appraisal district.

SB 1315  Bettencourt, Paul Relating to periodic zero-based budgeting for certain
political subdivisions.

SB 1329  Bettencourt, Paul Relating to bonds issued by and the dissolution of
municipal management districts.

SB 1428  Hancock, Kelly Relating to the authority of a property owner or
owner's agent to bring suit to compel an appraisal
district, chief appraiser, or appraisal reviewboard to
comply.

SB 1429  Hancock, Kelly Relating to the deadline for filing a request for
binding arbitration of certain appraisal review board
orders.

SB 2060  Menendez, Jose Relating to the contents of a notice of appraised
value sent to a property owner by the chief appraiser
of an appraisal district.

Committee Members: Bettencourt, Paul (R) / Paxton, Angela (F) (R) / Creighton, Brandon
(R) / Hancock, Kelly (R) / Hinojosa, Chuy (D)

  House Culture, Recreation and Tourism (PUBLIC HEARING)    
TUESDAY - 4/02/19
2:00 P.M. OR ADJ., E1.014

HB 1125  Murr, Andrew Relating to factors the Texas Historical Commission
considers in reviewing an application for a grant or loan
through the historic courthouse preservation program.

HB 1561  Meyer, Morgan Relating to a waiver of certain state park fees for fifth
grade students.

HB 1699  Oliverson, Tom Relating to designating November 7 as Victims of
Communism Day.

HB 2052  Murr, Andrew Relating to increasing the criminal penalty for violations
of the Antiquities Code of Texas.

HB 2065  Lucio III, Eddie Relating to the use of general revenue appropriations for
the artificial reef program.

HB 2597  Cyrier, John Relating to designating May 17 as Diffuse Intrinsic
Pontine Glioma Awareness Day.

HB 3396  Cyrier, John Relating to the authorization of a fee for participation in
the Managed Lands Deer Program.

HCR 73  Smith, Reggie (F) Urging Congress to designate the Butterfield Overland
Trail as a National Historic Trail.

House Culture, Recreation and Tourism ** POSTING CHANGE **
TUESDAY - 4/02/19
2:00 P.M. OR ADJ., E1.014
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ADD:
HB 1400  Hefner, Cole Relating to monthly reports on preservation,

maintenance, and restoration expenses for the Alamo
complex.

HB 1836  Biedermann, Kyle Relating to the preservation, maintenance, and
restoration of the Alamo Cenotaph.

Committee Members: Cyrier, John (R) / Martinez, Armando (D) / Bucy, John (F) (D) /
Gervin-Hawkins, Barbara (D) / Holland, Justin (R) / Johnson, Jarvis (D) / Kacal, Kyle (R) /
Morrison, Geanie (R) / Toth, Steve (R)

WEDNESDAY - 4/03/19
  House Appropriations (PUBLIC HEARING)    

WEDNESDAY - 4/03/19
S/C on Infrastructure, Resiliency & Invest
7:30 A.M., E1.030

HB 20  Capriglione, Giovanni Relating to the allocation of certain constitutional
transfers of money to the economic stabilization fund,
the Texas legacy fund, and the state highway fund.

HB 274  Davis, Sarah Relating to the creation of the disaster reinvestment and
infrastructure planning revolving fund and the
permissible uses of that fund.

HB 690  Metcalf, Will Relating to dedicating certain state revenue to the
purpose of retiring state debt.

HB 1562  Frullo, John Relating to the allocation and use of the annual
constitutional appropriation to certain agencies and
institutions of higher education.

HJR 10  Capriglione, Giovanni Proposing a constitutional amendment providing for the
creation of the Texas legacy fund and the Texas legacy
distribution fund, dedicating earnings on the Texas
legacy distribution fund.

HJR 82  Craddick, Tom Proposing a constitutional amendment providing for the
creation of and use of money in the generate recurring
oil wealth for Texas (GROW Texas) fund and allocating
certain general revenues to that fund.

Committee Members: Zerwas, John (R) / Longoria, Oscar (D) / Bell, Cecil (R) / Bonnen,
Greg (R) / Buckley, Brad (F) (R) / Capriglione, Giovanni (R) / Cortez, Philip (D) / Davis, Sarah
(R) / Gonzalez, Mary (D) / Hefner, Cole (R) / Howard, Donna (D) / Johnson, Jarvis (D) / Miller,
Rick (R) / Minjarez, Ina (D) / Munoz, Sergio (D) / Rose, Toni (D) / Schaefer, Matt (R) /
Sheffield, J.D. (R) / Sherman, Carl (F) (D) / Smith, Reggie (F) (R) / Stucky, Lynn (R) / Toth,
Steve (R) / Turner, John (F) (D) / VanDeaver, Gary (R) / Walle, Armando (D) / Wilson, Terry
(R) / Wu, Gene (D)

  House Higher Education (PUBLIC HEARING)    
WEDNESDAY - 4/03/19
8:00 A.M., E1.014

HB 14  Stucky, Lynn Relating to higher education student loan repayment
assistance for peace officers.

HB 327  Ortega, Lina Relating to the establishment of a public law school in El
Paso County.

HB 739  Harless, Sam (F) Relating to tuition and fees for certain military spouses
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and dependents.
HB 879  Bell, Cecil Relating to the automatic admission to general academic

teaching institutions of students who complete the early
college education program.

HB 1439  Pacheco, Leo (F) Relating to the intercollegiate athletics fee at Texas A&M
University--San Antonio.

HB 1630  King, Ken Relating to the funding of dual credit courses provided by
public institutions of higher education.

HB 1759  White, James Relating to the core curriculum at public institutions of
higher education.

HB 1933  Howard, Donna Relating to authorizing a public institution of higher
education to include certain textbook costs in the
institution's charge for tuition or required fees.

HB 1943  Ramos, Ana-Maria (F) Relating to the inclusion of transfer pathways in the
guidelines addressing transfer practices published by
general academic teaching institutions.

HB 2072  Wu, Gene Relating to measures to facilitate the transfer, academic
progress, and timely graduation of students in public
higher education.

HB 2073  Wu, Gene Relating to a single common course numbering system
for public institutions of higher education in this state.

HB 2197  Frullo, John Relating to an agreement between a school district and
public institution of higher education to provide a dual
credit program to high school students enrolled in the
district.

HB 2078  Lozano, Jose Relating to the coordination of the transfer of course
credit between public institutions of higher education.

HB 2206  Howard, Donna Relating to alternative education loans and qualified
student loan bonds.

HB 2573  Longoria, Oscar Relating to the inclusion in the definition of a medical and
dental unit of the Dell Medical School at The University of
Texas at Austin and the School of Medicine at The
University of Texas Rio Grande Valley.

HB 2668  Turner, Chris Relating to the dissolution of a direct-support
organization established by the Prepaid Higher Education
Tuition Board and the transfer of funds related to prepaid
higher education tuition scholarships to the Texas Save
and Match

HB 2870  Gervin-Hawkins, Barbara Relating to a single common course numbering system
for and the transfer of course credit among public
institutions of higher education in this state.

HB 3055  Frullo, John Relating to a study of costs associated with dual credit
courses offered at public high schools.

HB 3612  Davis, Yvonne Relating to a study and report by the Texas Higher
Education Coordinating Board regarding best practices
for assisting students with autism spectrum disorder.

HB 3607  Davis, Yvonne Relating to a study by the Texas Higher Education
Coordinating Board on methods to reduce certain
textbook and course material costs.

HB 3657  Turner, Chris Relating to the establishment of the Texas Competency-
Based Education Grant Program for certain students
enrolled in competency-based baccalaureate degree
programs and to formula funding.

HB 3808  Walle, Armando Relating to the filing of a degree plan by students at
public institutions of higher education.
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HB 3003  Talarico, James (F) Relating to the designation of liaison officers at public
institutions of higher education to assist certain students
who are parents.

HB 3312  Morrison, Geanie Relating to authorizing a recreation and wellness center
fee at the University of Houston-Victoria.

HB 3382  Pacheco, Leo (F) Relating to the application of certain occupation-related
postsecondary educational financial aid, program
support, and student loan repayment programs.

HB 3650  Turner, Chris Relating to an agreement between a school district and
public institution of higher education to provide a dual
credit program to high school students enrolled in the
district.

HB 3652  Turner, Chris Relating to the creation of a state repository for open
educational resources by the Texas Higher Education
Coordinating Board.

HB 4010  Turner, Chris Relating to the filing of a degree plan by students at
public institutions of higher education.

HB 4018  Turner, Chris Relating to measures to facilitate the transfer, academic
progress, and timely graduation of students in public
higher education.

HB 4182  Sherman, Carl (F) Relating to an intercollegiate athletics fee at the
University of North Texas at Dallas.

Committee Members: Turner, Chris (D) / Stucky, Lynn (R) / Button, Angie Chen (R) / Frullo,
John (R) / Howard, Donna (D) / Johnson, Eric (D) / Pacheco, Leo (F) (D) / Schaefer, Matt (R) /
Smithee, John (R) / Walle, Armando (D) / Wilson, Terry (R)

  House State Affairs (PUBLIC HEARING)    
WEDNESDAY - 4/03/19
8:00 A.M., E2.014

HB 2100  Cain, Briscoe Relating to the protection of expressive activities at state
facilities, including institutions of higher education.

HB 2286  Oliverson, Tom Relating to the criminal consequences of engaging in
certain conduct with respect to certain firearm
accessories and prohibiting the enforcement of certain
federal laws related to certain firearm accessories.

HB 2865  Parker, Tan Relating to procedures for imposing certain
administrative penalties or disgorgement orders by the
Public Utility Commission of Texas.

HB 4306  Biedermann, Kyle Relating to the creation of a fund to pay for border
security enhancement projects.

HB 4449  Holland, Justin Relating to the applicability of certain electric energy
storage equipment requirements to municipally owned
utilities and electric cooperatives.

HB 4451  Pacheco, Leo (F) Relating to state recognition of the Tap Pilam
Coahuiltecan Nation.

Committee Members: Phelan, Dade (R) / Hernandez, Ana (D) / Deshotel, Joe (D) / Guerra,
Bobby (D) / Harless, Sam (F) (R) / Holland, Justin (R) / Hunter, Todd (R) / King, Phil (R) /
Parker, Tan (R) / Raymond, Richard (D) / Rodriguez, Eddie (D) / Smithee, John (R) / Springer,
Drew (R)
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  House Homeland Security and Public Safety (PUBLIC HEARING)    
WEDNESDAY - 4/03/19
8:00 A.M., E2.016

HB 2048  Zerwas, John Relating to the repeal of the driver responsibility program
and the amount and allocation of state traffic fine funds.

HB 292  Thompson, Senfronia Relating to inclusion of instruction on the trafficking of
persons in the basic training curriculum for peace
officers.

HB 482  Thompson, Senfronia Relating to a limitation on the authority to arrest a
person for certain misdemeanors punishable by fine only.

HB 887  Thompson, Senfronia Relating to the use of force to make an arrest or search
and law enforcement policies regarding de-escalation and
proportionate response.

HB 3800  Thompson, Senfronia Relating to required reporting of human trafficking cases
by peace officers and prosecutors.

HB 943  Dutton, Harold Relating to an offense report prepared in the
investigation of a criminal case.

HB 2015  Dutton, Harold Relating to searches, seizures and raids by Special
Weapons and Tactics teams.

HB 34  Raymond, Richard Relating to a statewide disaster alert system.
HB 107  Raymond, Richard Relating to the dissemination of criminal history record

information by the Department of Public Safety
concerning certain intoxication criminal offenses.

HB 3416  Geren, Charlie Relating to hiring and licensing certain persons as peace
officers.

HB 2475  Guillen, Ryan Relating to the indigent status of a person for purposes
of the driver responsibility program.

HB 1505  Martinez, Armando Relating to the recording of a criminal offense of
transporting household goods without registration in a
driving record.

HB 3503  Anderson, Doc Relating to firearms training for county jailers.
HB 3082  Murphy, Jim Relating to investigating and prosecuting the criminal

offense of operating an unmanned aircraft over or near
certain facilities.

HB 1890  Price, Four Relating to emergency contact and medical information
maintained by the Department of Public Safety.

HB 3096  Price, Four Relating to a pilot program for carrying automated
external defibrillators in certain Department of Public
Safety vehicles.

HB 2404  Bell, Cecil Relating to establishment of the office of first responder
support within the Bill Blackwood Law Enforcement
Management Institute of Texas and to the provision of
critical incident support services to first responders.

HB 2696  Schaefer, Matt Relating to the elimination of regular mandatory vehicle
safety inspections for noncommercial vehicles and the
imposition of replacement fees.

HB 3016  Schaefer, Matt Relating to the carrying of a firearm by a licensee in a
motor vehicle.

HB 1692  Leach, Jeff Relating to allowing safety recall information to be
included in a vehicle inspection report.

HB 1769  Bonnen, Greg Relating to the creation of a statewide alert system for
missing adults and to a study of the alert system.

HB 3231  Clardy, Travis Relating to the regulation of firearms, air guns, knives,
ammunition, or firearm or air gun supplies or accessories
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by a county or municipality.
HB 1546  Nevarez, Poncho Relating to the authority of the Kickapoo Indian Tribe to

commission peace officers.
HB 264  Blanco, Cesar Relating to a report by the Department of Public Safety

of certain information on border crime and other criminal
activity related to border security.

HJR 96  Tinderholt, Tony Proposing a constitutional amendment to allow the
transfer of a law enforcement animal to a qualified
caretaker in certain circumstances.

HB 751  Bailes, Ernest Relating to establishment of the office of first responder
support within the Bill Blackwood Law Enforcement
Management Institute of Texas.

HB 2560  Bailes, Ernest Relating to a debris management plan and training.
HB 3706  Dean, Jay Relating to a license to carry a handgun for active and

retired railroad peace officers and special cattle rangers.
HB 1750  Leman, Ben Relating to the inspection period for a motor vehicle.
HB 1399  Smith, Reggie (F) Relating to the creation and storage of DNA records for a

person arrested for a felony offense.
HB 1236  Goodwin, Vikki (F) Relating to the carrying of handguns on the campuses of

and certain other locations associated with institutions of
higher education.

HB 2280  Goodwin, Vikki (F) Relating to the notice given by a property owner
prohibiting a handgun license holder from carrying a
handgun on certain property.

House Homeland Security and Public Safety ** POSTING CHANGE **
WEDNESDAY - 4/03/19
8:00 A.M., E2.016

 

ADD:
HB 3063  Smithee, John Relating to the transfer of a retired county or

municipal law enforcement animal.

Committee Members: Nevarez, Poncho (D) / Paul, Dennis (R) / Burns, DeWayne (R) /
Calanni, Gina (F) (D) / Clardy, Travis (R) / Goodwin, Vikki (F) (D) / Israel, Celia (D) / Lang,
Mike (R) / Tinderholt, Tony (R)

  Senate Transportation (PUBLIC HEARING)    
WEDNESDAY - 4/03/19
8:00 A.M., E1.016

SB 549  West, Royce Relating to the operation of motor-assisted scooters.
SB 755  Hinojosa, Chuy Relating to the administration, powers, and duties of

certain navigation districts.
SB 969  Hancock, Kelly Relating to the operation of personal delivery and mobile

carrying devices.
SB 1076  Watson, Kirk Relating to imposing an additional fee for the registration

of an alternatively fueled vehicle.
SB 1213  Nichols, Robert Relating to the exchange of certain state property in

Orange County by the Public Safety Commission.
SB 1216  Schwertner, Charles Relating to imposing an additional fee for the registration

of an alternatively fueled vehicle.
SB 1471  Powell, Beverly (F) Relating to imposing an additional fee for the registration

of electric and hybrid vehicles.
SB 1512  Flores, Pete Relating to payment of costs related to the relocation of
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certain political subdivision utility facilities for state
highway projects.

SB 1553  Lucio, Eddie Relating to the process for establishing speed limits on
roads near certain schools.

SB 1764  Zaffirini, Judith Relating to emergency contact and medical information
maintained by the Department of Public Safety.

SB 2076  Paxton, Angela (F) Relating to the issuance of digital license plates.
SB 2168  Watson, Kirk Relating to relief form local matching funds requirement

for certain counties.

Committee Members: Nichols, Robert (R) / Hancock, Kelly (R) / Alvarado, Carol (F) (D) /
Hinojosa, Chuy (D) / Kolkhorst, Lois (R) / Perry, Charles (R) / Rodriguez, Jose (D) /
Schwertner, Charles (R) / West, Royce (D)

  House Ways and Means (PUBLIC HEARING)    
WEDNESDAY - 4/03/19
8:00 A.M., JHR 140

HB 52  Hinojosa, Gina Relating to a franchise tax credit pilot program for
taxable entities that contribute to an employee
dependent care flexible spending account.

HB 276  Miller, Rick Relating to a deduction under the franchise tax for
certain contracts with the federal government.

HB 710  Wray, John Relating to the computation of cost of goods sold for
purposes of the franchise tax by taxable entities that
transport ready-mixed concrete.

HB 827  Rose, Toni Relating to the exemption from ad valorem taxation of an
improvement that is necessary to support the continued
use or existence of a historic site.

HB 966  Dutton, Harold Relating to providing a sales and use tax refund or
franchise tax credit for businesses that employ certain
apprentices.

HB 1607  Goldman, Craig Relating to a deduction under the franchise tax for
certain contracts with the federal government.

HB 1883  Bonnen, Greg Relating to deferred payment of ad valorem taxes for
certain persons serving in the United States armed
forces.

HB 1885  Bonnen, Greg Relating to the waiver of penalties and interest if an error
by a mortgagee results in failure to pay an ad valorem
tax.

HB 1923  Blanco, Cesar Relating to the exemption from the franchise tax and
certain filing fees for certain businesses owned by
veterans during an initial period of operation in the state.

HB 2111  Pacheco, Leo (F) Relating to economic development, providing for an
amendment to certain existing tax increment
reinvestment zones to extend the duration of the zones.

HB 2397  Clardy, Travis Relating to a sales and use tax refund and franchise tax
credit for certain businesses that make investments in
qualified opportunity zones.

HB 2545  Guillen, Ryan Relating to franchise tax, oil production tax, and gas
production tax incentives for certain desalination facility
operations.

HB 2611  Morrison, Geanie Relating to the treatment of certain limited liability
companies as passive entities for purposes of the
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franchise tax.
HB 2864  King, Tracy Relating to the E-Z computation of the franchise tax.
HB 3006  Burrows, Dustin Relating to the administration of the mixed beverage

sales tax.
HB 3475  Guillen, Ryan Relating to the cigarette tax and the tax on cigars and

other tobacco products.
HB 3579  Burrows, Dustin Relating to the calculation, collection, and remittance of

state hotel occupancy taxes.
HB 3754  Burrows, Dustin Relating to the collection of local permit and license fees

authorized under the Alcoholic Beverage Code.
HB 3787  Sanford, Scott Relating to the application of the sales and use tax to

certain property and services.
HB 3823  Sherman, Carl (F) Relating to a paid family care leave incentive for certain

employers.
HB 3865  Bailes, Ernest Relating to calculation of daily production for purposes of

the oil and gas production tax credits for low-producing
wells and leases.

HB 4198  Murphy, Jim Relating to the exclusion from total revenue of certain
payments made by a performing rights society for
purposes of computing the franchise tax.

HB 4614  Guillen, Ryan Relating to the administration, collection and remittance
of cigarette tax

Committee Members: Burrows, Dustin (R) / Guillen, Ryan (D) / Bohac, Dwayne (R) / Cole,
Sheryl (F) (D) / Martinez Fischer, Trey (D) / Murphy, Jim (R) / Noble, Candy (F) (R) /
Rodriguez, Eddie (D) / Sanford, Scott (R) / Shaheen, Matt (R) / Wray, John (R)

  Senate Finance (PUBLIC HEARING)    
WEDNESDAY - 4/03/19
9:00 A.M., E1.036
No public testimony on SB 1

SB 1  Nelson, Jane General Appropriations Bill.
SB 69  Nelson, Jane Relating to the authority of the comptroller regarding the

management of the general revenue fund and the
economic stabilization fund.

SB 1067  Nelson, Jane Relating to notice and approval of the assignment of
vendor's rights under certain state agency contracts.

SB 1138  Watson, Kirk Relating to the management of certain state and local
funds, investments, and obligations.

SB 1571  Campbell, Donna Relating to recovery audits of payments made by state
agencies to vendors.

SB 1692  Fallon, Pat (F) Relating to the operation and administration of the Texas
Bullion Depository.

SB 1891  Hancock, Kelly Relating to a limit on the rate of growth of certain
appropriations.

 PENDING BUSINESS
Senate Finance ** POSTING CHANGE **
WEDNESDAY - 4/03/19
9:00 A.M., E1.036

ADD
SB 962  Nichols, Robert Relating to the determination of the sufficient balance

of the economic stabilization fund for purposes of
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allocating general revenue to that fund and the state
highway fund.

Committee Members: Nelson, Jane (R) / Hinojosa, Chuy (D) / Bettencourt, Paul (R) /
Birdwell, Brian (R) / Campbell, Donna (R) / Flores, Pete (R) / Hancock, Kelly (R) / Huffman,
Joan (R) / Kolkhorst, Lois (R) / Nichols, Robert (R) / Perry, Charles (R) / Taylor, Larry (R) /
Watson, Kirk (D) / West, Royce (D) / Whitmire, John (D)

  Senate Higher Education (PUBLIC HEARING)    
WEDNESDAY - 4/03/19
9:00 A.M., E1.028

SB 16  Hancock, Kelly Relating to a student loan repayment assistance program
for certain persons who agree to employment as full-
time peace officers in this state.

SB 499  Seliger, Kel Relating to the requirement that certain participating
institutions under the student loan program administered
by the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board
provide loan debt information to students.

SB 882  Menendez, Jose Relating to the establishment of the Texas First
Generation Matching Scholarship Program for certain first
generation students at public institutions of higher
education.

SB 945  Watson, Kirk Relating to drug or alcohol overdose awareness and
response training for residential advisors and officers of
student organizations at public or private institutions of
higher education.

SB 1162  Bettencourt, Paul Relating to student success-based funding for certain
public institutions of higher education.

SB 1504  Zaffirini, Judith Relating to the allocation of funds remaining in the B-On-
Time student loan account following the abolition of that
account.

SB 1755  Creighton, Brandon Relating to the status of certain medical residents and
fellows as governmental employees for purposes of the
Texas Tort Claims Act.

 

PENDING BUSINESS

Committee Members: Creighton, Brandon (R) / West, Royce (D) / Bettencourt, Paul (R) /
Buckingham, Dawn (R) / Flores, Pete (R) / Menendez, Jose (D) / Powell, Beverly (F) (D) /
Taylor, Larry (R) / Watson, Kirk (D)

  House Juvenile Justice and Family Issues (PUBLIC HEARING)    
WEDNESDAY - 4/03/19
10:30 A.M. OR ADJ., E2.012

HB 554  Thompson, Senfronia Relating to temporary orders during the pendency of an
appeal in a suit affecting the parent-child relationship.

HB 575  Dutton, Harold Relating to a suit for possession of or access to a child by
a grandparent.

HB 1771  Thierry, Shawn Relating to a prohibition on prosecuting or referring to
juvenile court a person younger than 18 years of age for
certain conduct violating the offense of prostitution and
to the provision of services to those persons.
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HB 1910  Dean, Jay Relating to consideration of a child's gender identity or
expression in suits affecting the parent-child relationship
and other proceedings involving children.

HB 2264  Dutton, Harold Relating to suits affecting the parent-child relationship
and the enforcement of child support.

HB 2265  Dutton, Harold Relating to the duties of the Title IV-D agency regarding
the collection, modification, and enforcement of child
support.

HB 3525  Rose, Toni Relating to the destruction of juvenile records of victims
of sex trafficking.

HB 3647  Guillen, Ryan Relating to the confidentiality of a child's criminal records
related to certain misdemeanor offenses.

HB 3648  Guillen, Ryan Relating to the powers and duties of the office of
independent ombudsman for the Texas Juvenile Justice
Department.

HB 3741  Murr, Andrew Relating to jurisdiction over certain child protection and
juvenile matters involving juvenile offenders.

Committee Members: Dutton, Harold (D) / Murr, Andrew (R) / Bowers, Rhetta (F) (D) /
Calanni, Gina (F) (D) / Cyrier, John (R) / Dean, Jay (R) / Shine, Hugh (R) / Talarico, James (F)
(D) / Lopez, Ray (F) (D)

  House Public Health (PUBLIC HEARING)    
WEDNESDAY - 4/03/19
10:30 A.M. OR ADJ., E2.026

HB 39  Zerwas, John Relating to the repeal of certain time limitations on the
award of grants by the Cancer Prevention and Research
Institute of Texas Oversight Committee.

HJR 12  Zerwas, John Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the
legislature to increase the maximum bond amount
authorized for the Cancer Prevention and Research
Institute of Texas.

HB 75  Minjarez, Ina Relating to an exception to the application of the offense
of possessing or delivering drug paraphernalia for
persons involved in certain pilot programs.

HB 461  Thompson, Senfronia Relating to an exemption from civil liability for certain
professionals for the disclosure of certain mental health
information.

HB 773  Davis, Sarah Relating to the cremation of human remains by alkaline
hydrolysis.

HB 870  Price, Four Relating to Medicaid telemedicine and telehealth
services.

HB 871  Price, Four Relating to use of telemedicine medical service by certain
trauma facilities.

HB 1111  Davis, Sarah Relating to maternal and newborn health care.
HB 1268  Lucio III, Eddie Relating to dangerous wild animals.
HB 1290  Raymond, Richard Relating to the Texas Funeral Service Commission.
HB 1350  Oliverson, Tom Relating to the persons authorized to make an

anatomical gift.
HB 1540  Thompson, Senfronia Relating to the continuation and functions of the Texas

Funeral Service Commission.
HB 1801  Goldman, Craig Relating to requirements for and municipal regulation of

dogs in an outdoor dining area of a food service
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establishment.
HB 2299  Guerra, Bobby Relating to an exemption from licensing requirements for

physicians associated with certain sports teams.
HB 2576  Johnson, Jarvis Relating to prescribing and dispensing certain controlled

substances to patients diagnosed with sickle cell anemia.
HB 2593  Coleman, Garnet Relating to the delegation by a podiatrist of certain acts

to certain podiatric assistants.
HB 2618  Walle, Armando Relating to the maternal peer support pilot program for

perinatal mood disorder.
HB 2703  Thierry, Shawn Relating to the establishment of a maternal mortality and

morbidity data registry.
HB 2873  Davis, Yvonne Relating to the room placement of individuals with

Alzheimer's disease or dementia in health care facilities
and correctional facilities.

HB 3301  Darby, Drew Relating to merger agreements among certain hospitals.
HB 3388  Sheffield, J.D. Relating to delivery of outpatient prescription drug

benefits under certain public benefit programs, including
Medicaid and the child health plan program.

HB 3401  Raymond, Richard Relating to delivery of outpatient prescription drug
benefits under certain public benefit programs, including
Medicaid and the child health plan program.

HB 3405  Johnson, Jarvis Relating to the establishment of a sickle cell task force.
HB 3518  Gutierrez, Roland Relating to the authority of a county to require a permit

for certain food service establishments.
HB 3881  Wilson, Terry Relating to the use of epinephrine auto-injectors in

primary and secondary schools.
HB 3980  Hunter, Todd Relating to a requirement that the Statewide Behavioral

Health Coordinating Council prepare a report regarding
suicide rates in this state and state efforts to prevent
suicides.

HB 4055  Wu, Gene Relating to the availability under Medicaid of certain
drugs used to treat human immunodeficiency virus and
prevent acquired immune deficiency syndrome.

HB 4183  Parker, Tan Relating to addressing adverse childhood experiences
and developing a strategic plan to address those
experiences.

Committee Members: Thompson, Senfronia (D) / Wray, John (R) / Allison, Steve (F) (R) /
Coleman, Garnet (D) / Frank, James (R) / Guerra, Bobby (D) / Lucio III, Eddie (D) / Ortega,
Lina (D) / Price, Four (R) / Sheffield, J.D. (R) / Zedler, Bill (R)

  Senate Veteran Affairs and Border Security (PUBLIC HEARING)    
WEDNESDAY - 4/03/19
1:30 P.M. OR ADJ., 2E.20

SB 1325  Hinojosa, Chuy Relating to occupational licensing of certain military
service members, military veterans, and military spouses
by state agencies and political subdivisions.

SB 1538  Menendez, Jose Relating to the establishment of a career mentoring pilot
program for certain students who are veterans.

SB 1539  Menendez, Jose Relating to the establishment of a pilot program for
certain students who are veterans.

SB 1598  Hall, Bob Relating to hazardous duty pay for security officers
employed by the Texas Military Department.
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SB 1819  Campbell, Donna Relating to designated May 8 as Military Spouse
Appreciation Day.

SB 2127  Creighton, Brandon Relating to a border volunteer training program for peace
officers employed by local law enforcement agencies.

SB 2131  Powell, Beverly (F) Relating to state assistance provided by the Texas
Military Preparedness Commission to defense
communities.

SB 2299  Powell, Beverly (F) Relating to the prosecution of the offense of operation of
an unmanned aircraft over certain facilities.

SB 2317  Campbell, Donna Relating to the liability for unpaid tuition and fees at a
public institution of higher education due to a
misclassification of certain military personnel and their
dependents.

Committee Members: Campbell, Donna (R) / Hall, Bob (R) / Johnson, Nathan (F) (D) /
Lucio, Eddie (D) / Menendez, Jose (D) / Schwertner, Charles (R) / Seliger, Kel (R)

  House Transportation (PUBLIC HEARING)    
WEDNESDAY - 4/03/19
2:00 P.M. OR ADJ., E2.030

HB 130  Minjarez, Ina Relating to authorizing an increase in an optional county
fee on vehicle registration in certain counties.

HB 1732  Davis, Yvonne Relating to the facilitation of a funeral procession by a
vehicle escort service.

HB 2163  Bernal, Diego Relating to the types of vehicles regulated as
neighborhood electric vehicles.

HB 2292  Buckley, Brad (F) Relating to the operation of a slow-moving vehicle on an
improved shoulder.

HB 2301  Landgraf, Brooks Relating to the operation of personal delivery and mobile
carrying devices.

HB 2449  Springer, Drew Relating to the acquisition of real property by the Texas
Department of Transportation to protect a state highway.

HB 2495  Thompson, Ed Relating to the considerations when determining whether
a person is an employee of a motor carrier or an
independent contractor.

HB 2531  Romero, Ramon Relating to the powers of certain regional transportation
authorities.

HB 2679  Craddick, Tom Relating to damage to certain state transportation
infrastructure resulting from certain motor vehicle
accidents.

HB 2715  Rodriguez, Eddie Relating to a study by the Texas A&M Transportation
Institute on motor-assisted scooters.

HB 2769  Ortega, Lina Relating to authorizing an increase in an optional county
fee on vehicle registration in certain counties.

HB 2833  Canales, Terry Relating to certain contracts requiring competitive
bidding by the Texas Department of Transportation.

HB 2834  Canales, Terry Relating to access to information related to investigations
by the Texas Department of Motor Vehicles.

HB 2835  Canales, Terry Relating to a defense to prosecution for the criminal
offense of operating a vehicle with an expired license
plate.

HB 3051  Thompson, Senfronia Relating to damage to a motor vehicle caused by the
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vehicle being flooded.
HB 3088  Martinez, Armando Relating to an exemption for certain purchasing

personnel of the Texas Department of Transportation
from training on state purchasing.

HB 3207  Deshotel, Joe Relating to the maritime port plans, reports, and
programs prepared by the Port Authority Advisory
Committee.

HB 3216  Israel, Celia Relating to 72-hour and 144-hour registration permits for
commercial motor vehicles, trailers, semitrailers, and
motor buses.

HB 3353  Bucy, John (F) Relating to authorizing an optional county fee on vehicle
registration in certain counties to be used for
transportation projects.

HB 3368  Morrison, Geanie Relating to outdoor advertising signs regulated by the
Texas Department of Transportation.

HB 3767  Nevarez, Poncho Relating to the maintenance of certain roads near an
international border.

HB 4362  Nevarez, Poncho Relating to peer-to-peer vehicle sharing platforms, the
collection, remittance, and administration of certain
taxes on those platforms, and fees collected by those
platforms.

HB 4498  Guillen, Ryan Relating to the reimbursement of excess costs incurred
by a recipient of certain grants awarded by the Texas
Department of Transportation.

HCR 36  Bailes, Ernest Designating February as Hit-and-Run Awareness Month
for a 10-year period beginning in 2019.

HCR 64  VanDeaver, Gary Encouraging the Texas Department of Transportation to
develop and support bikeway network projects.

HCR 70  Munoz, Sergio Urging the Hidalgo County Metropolitan Planning
Organization to include Produce Road in the Hidalgo
County MPO Thoroughfare Plan.

Committee Members: Canales, Terry (D) / Landgraf, Brooks (R) / Bernal, Diego (D) / Davis,
Yvonne (D) / Goldman, Craig (R) / Hefner, Cole (R) / Krause, Matt (R) / Leman, Ben (R) /
Martinez, Armando (D) / Ortega, Lina (D) / Raney, John (R) / Thierry, Shawn (D) / Thompson,
Ed (R)

THURSDAY - 4/04/19
  House Corrections (PUBLIC HEARING)    

THURSDAY - 4/04/19
8:00 A.M., E2.030

HB 1342  Leach, Jeff Relating to the consequences of a criminal conviction on
a person's eligibility for an occupational license.

HB 1343  Leach, Jeff Relating to persons who may be prosecuted for the
criminal offense of improper contact with a victim.

HB 1621  White, James Relating to the establishment of a public junior college
district by the Texas Department of Criminal Justice.

HB 2012  Lucio III, Eddie Relating to conditions of community supervision for
defendants convicted of certain criminal offenses
involving animals.

HB 2519  Allen, Alma Relating to the reporting of certain information on felony
defendants placed on community supervision who are
young adults and to certain measures to reduce the
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revocation rate of those defendants.
HB 2897  Parker, Tan Relating to the provision of services by the Texas

Department of Criminal Justice's developmentally
disabled offender program.

HB 3078  Thompson, Senfronia Relating to the review of clemency applications from
certain persons who were victims of human trafficking or
family violence.

HB 3582  Murr, Andrew Relating to the punishment for certain intoxication
offenses and the eligibility for deferred adjudication
community supervision of defendants who committed
certain intoxication offenses.

HB 3831  Sherman, Carl (F) Relating to certain technical violations of conditions of
community supervision.

HB 4044  Dominguez, Alex (F) Relating to the funding of community supervision and
corrections departments.

Committee Members: White, James (R) / Allen, Alma (D) / Bailes, Ernest (R) / Bowers,
Rhetta (F) (D) / Dean, Jay (R) / Neave, Victoria (D) / Sherman, Carl (F) (D) / Stephenson, Phil
(R) / Morales, Christina (F) (D)

  House Pensions/Investments/Financial Services (PUBLIC HEARING)    
THURSDAY - 4/04/19
8:00 A.M., E2.026

HB 2173  Murphy, Jim Relating to the regulation of state banks, state trust
companies, and third-party service providers of state
banks and state trust companies.

HB 2458  Capriglione, Giovanni Relating to the operation and administration of the Texas
Bullion Depository.

HB 2469  Gutierrez, Roland Relating to retirement benefits for certain peace officers
who are members of the Teacher Retirement System of
Texas.

HB 2636  Flynn, Dan Relating to enforcement of the regulation of perpetual
care cemeteries.

HB 2639  Flynn, Dan Relating to debt cancellation agreements offered in
connection with certain retail installment contracts.

HB 2697  Meyer, Morgan Relating to the prosecution of the offense of fraudulent
use or possession of identifying information.

HB 2779  Wray, John Relating to the exemption for certain savings plans from
attachment, execution, or other seizure for a creditor's
claim.

HB 2821  Flynn, Dan Relating to credit in, benefits from, and administration of
the Texas Municipal Retirement System.

HB 2950  Guillen, Ryan Relating to perpetual care trust funds and a master trust
account.

HB 3188  Gervin-Hawkins, Barbara Relating to the retirement system in certain
municipalities for firefighters and police officers.

HB 3247  Martinez, Armando Relating to the Texas Emergency Services Retirement
System.

Committee Members: Murphy, Jim (R) / Vo, Hubert (D) / Capriglione, Giovanni (R) / Flynn,
Dan (R) / Gervin-Hawkins, Barbara (D) / Gutierrez, Roland (D) / Lambert, Stan (R) / Leach,
Jeff (R) / Longoria, Oscar (D) / Stephenson, Phil (R) / Wu, Gene (D)
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  House Public Health (POSTING CHANGE)    
THURSDAY - 4/04/19
Health Professions Subcommittee Meeting
8:00 A.M., E2.012

HB 29  Minjarez, Ina Relating to the regulation of the practice of physical
therapy.

HB 912  Howard, Donna Relating to an expedited licensing process for certain
advanced practice registered nurses.

HB 1092  Zedler, Bill Relating to the prescriptive authority of certain
psychologists.

HB 1748  Oliverson, Tom Relating to continuing education requirements for
surgical technologists.

HB 1792  Klick, Stephanie Relating to the authority of certain advanced practice
registered nurses.

HB 2275  Klick, Stephanie Relating to the regulation of the practice of dental
hygiene.

HB 3194  Wu, Gene Relating to the regulation of the practice of acupuncture.
HB 3878  Stucky, Lynn Relating to the requirement to obtain a license to

practice as an anesthesiologist assistant.

Committee Members: Thompson, Senfronia (D) / Wray, John (R) / Allison, Steve (F) (R) /
Coleman, Garnet (D) / Frank, James (R) / Guerra, Bobby (D) / Lucio III, Eddie (D) / Ortega,
Lina (D) / Price, Four (R) / Sheffield, J.D. (R) / Zedler, Bill (R)

  House Urban Affairs (PUBLIC HEARING)    
THURSDAY - 4/04/19
8:00 A.M., E2.010

HB 40  Romero, Ramon Relating to a study on migrant labor housing facilities.
HB 50  Romero, Ramon Relating to the regulation of migrant labor housing

facilities.
HB 266  Bernal, Diego Relating to the definition of sanitary, decent, and safe

dwelling for housing developments.
HB 681  Stephenson, Phil Relating to the inclusion of territory of a municipality in a

proposed county assistance district.
HB 2185  Rodriguez, Eddie Relating to the eligibility of certain municipalities to

establish homestead preservation districts and
reinvestment zones.

HB 2445  Parker, Tan Relating to the addition of territory to a crime control and
prevention district.

HB 2532  Gonzalez, Jessica (F) Relating to the eligibility of certain municipalities to
designate homestead preservation districts.

HB 2858  Toth, Steve Relating to adoption of a swimming pool and spa code for
use in municipalities in this state.

HB 3439  Patterson, Jared (F) Relating to the authority of a municipality or county to
require a labor peace agreement as a condition of
engaging in a commercial transaction with the
municipality or county.

HB 3513  Martinez Fischer, Trey Relating to a right of first refusal applicable to the sale of
housing developments that have received certain
financial assistance administered by the Texas
Department of Housing and Community Affairs.
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HB 3778  Button, Angie Chen Relating to regulation of short-term rental units.

Committee Members: Button, Angie Chen (R) / Shaheen, Matt (R) / Gonzalez, Jessica (F)
(D) / Goodwin, Vikki (F) (D) / Johnson, Eric (D) / Middleton, Mayes (F) (R) / Patterson, Jared
(F) (R) / Swanson, Valoree (R) / Morales, Christina (F) (D)

  House County Affairs (PUBLIC HEARING)    
THURSDAY - 4/04/19
9:00 A.M., E2.028

HB 62  Zerwas, John Relating to certain meetings of a commissioners court
during a disaster or emergency.

HB 200  Reynolds, Ron Relating to the power of certain counties to enact park
use rules.

HB 643  Raney, John Relating to the location at which an application for a
disabled parking placard may be made.

HB 834  Hernandez, Ana Relating to the authority of a county to adopt a land
bank program.

HB 924  Zedler, Bill Relating to county surety bond requirements for concrete
batch plants.

HB 1294  Davis, Sarah Relating to requiring certain persons to receive
emergency management training.

HB 1495  Toth, Steve Relating to authorization for the creation of a county
ethics commission in certain counties.

HB 1662  Herrero, Abel Relating to grants awarded to reimburse counties for the
cost of monitoring defendants and victims in criminal
cases involving family violence.

HB 1722  Coleman, Garnet Relating to the establishment by counties and
municipalities of disease control programs to reduce the
risk of certain infectious and communicable diseases.

HB 1814  Reynolds, Ron Relating to county regulation of roadside vendors and
solicitors.

HB 2175  Leman, Ben Relating to the threshold contract amount at which a
county is required to engage in a competitive purchasing
procedure for certain purchases.

HB 2566  Dominguez, Alex (F) Relating to the authority of certain counties to regulate
health and safety.

HB 2617  Cole, Sheryl (F) Relating to the fiscal year of certain political subdivisions.
HB 2736  Darby, Drew Relating to the authority of a governmental unit that has

withdrawn from a regional planning commission to join
another regional planning commission.

HB 2828  King, Phil Relating to the exception of certain information related to
the humane disposition by a municipality or county of an
animal from required disclosure under the public
information law.

HB 3105  Burns, DeWayne Relating to the authority of a county to restrict sex
offenders from child safety zones in the unincorporated
area of the county.

HB 3440  Capriglione, Giovanni Relating to the electronic submission of required jail
reports

HB 3898  Sherman, Carl (F) Relating to the authority of a county to require electronic
bids or proposals for competitive bidding.

HB 4179  Miller, Rick Relating to the cemeteries in certain counties.
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HB 4251  Cyrier, John Relating to allowing the Bastrop County Commissioners
Court to charge interest on assessments for certain
county improvements of subdivision roads.

HB 4289  Coleman, Garnet Relating to the creation and operations of health care
provider participation programs in local jurisdictions in
this state.

HB 4314  Walle, Armando Relating to the adoption of noise regulations by certain
counties.

HB 4417  Middleton, Mayes (F) Relating to the hours of work of county employees.
HB 4468  Coleman, Garnet Relating to county criminal justice reform.
HB 4548  Wray, John Relating to the creation and operations of health care

provider participation programs in certain counties.
HB 4567  Coleman, Garnet Relating to issues affecting counties and certain other

governmental entities and residents.
HB 4569  Landgraf, Brooks Relating to the operation of the Ector County Hospital

District.
HB 4582  Walle, Armando Relating to the authority of certain counties to regulate

noise levels in residential areas.
House County Affairs ** POSTING CHANGE **
THURSDAY - 4/04/19
9:00 A.M., E2.028

 

DELETE:
HB 3105  Burns, DeWayne Relating to the authority of a county to restrict sex

offenders from child safety zones in the
unincorporated area of the county.

Committee Members: Coleman, Garnet (D) / Bohac, Dwayne (R) / Anderson, Doc (R) /
Biedermann, Kyle (R) / Cole, Sheryl (F) (D) / Dominguez, Alex (F) (D) / Huberty, Dan (R) /
Rosenthal, Jon (F) (D) / Stickland, Jonathan (R)

  Senate Finance (PUBLIC HEARING)    
THURSDAY - 4/04/19
9:00 A.M., E1.036

SB 1  Nelson, Jane General Appropriations Bill.

 No public testimony.
Senate Finance ** CANCELLED **
THURSDAY - 4/04/19
9:00 A.M., E1.036

SB 1  Nelson, Jane General Appropriations Bill.

Committee Members: Nelson, Jane (R) / Hinojosa, Chuy (D) / Bettencourt, Paul (R) /
Birdwell, Brian (R) / Campbell, Donna (R) / Flores, Pete (R) / Hancock, Kelly (R) / Huffman,
Joan (R) / Kolkhorst, Lois (R) / Nichols, Robert (R) / Perry, Charles (R) / Taylor, Larry (R) /
Watson, Kirk (D) / West, Royce (D) / Whitmire, John (D)

  House Redistricting (PUBLIC HEARING)    
THURSDAY - 4/04/19
10:30 A.M. OR ADJ., JHR 140

HB 104  Johnson, Eric Relating to the inclusion of an incarcerated person in the
population data used for redistricting according to the
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person's last residence before incarceration.
HB 312  Howard, Donna Relating to the reapportionment of state legislative,

congressional, and judicial districts and the creation,
function, and duties of the Texas Redistricting
Commission.

HB 3421  Gonzalez, Mary Relating to the Independent Citizen Redistricting
Commission.

HB 3928  Neave, Victoria Relating to the Texas Redistricting Commission.
HB 4564  Davis, Yvonne Relating to establishing principles to govern redistricting

plans enacted by the legislature.
HJR 25  Howard, Donna Proposing a constitutional amendment establishing the

Texas Redistricting Commission to redistrict the Texas
Legislature and Texas congressional districts and revising
procedures for redistricting.

HJR 123  Neave, Victoria Proposing a constitutional amendment establishing the
Texas Redistricting Commission to redistrict the Texas
Legislature, Texas congressional districts.

HJR 140  Reynolds, Ron Proposing a constitutional amendment providing for the
reapportionment of congressional districts and the
creation, function, and duties of the Texas Congressional
Redistricting Commission.

House Redistricting ** POSTING CHANGE **
THURSDAY - 4/04/19
10:30 A.M. OR ADJ., JHR 140

 

ADD:
HJR 59  Anchia, Rafael Proposing a constitutional amendment establishing

the Texas Redistricting Commission to redistrict the
Texas Legislature and Texas congressional districts
and revising procedures for redistricting.

Committee Members: King, Phil (R) / Turner, Chris (D) / Cole, Sheryl (F) (D) / Krause, Matt
(R) / Larson, Lyle (R) / Leach, Jeff (R) / Leman, Ben (R) / Minjarez, Ina (D) / Moody, Joe (D) /
Paddie, Chris (R) / Price, Four (R) / Rose, Toni (D) / Thompson, Senfronia (D) / Walle,
Armando (D) / White, James (R) / Krause, Matt (R) / Minjarez, Ina (D) / Cole, Sheryl (F) (D) /
Leman, Ben (R) / Price, Four (R) / Walle, Armando (D) / White, James (R)

  House Public Education (PUBLIC HEARING)    
THURSDAY - 4/04/19
10:30 A.M. OR ADJ., E2.036

HB 348  Nevarez, Poncho Relating to a salary bonus for a public school teacher
who completes certain autism training.

HB 873  Allen, Alma Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral
intervention plans for certain public school students and
notification requirements regarding certain behavior
management techniques.

HB 1131  Cole, Sheryl (F) Relating to the creation of a state financing program
administered by the Texas Public Finance Authority to
assist school districts with certain expenses.

HB 1324  Frank, James Relating to equal opportunity for access by home-
schooled students to University Interscholastic League
sponsored activities.

HB 1602  Hernandez, Ana Relating to the time at which instruction may begin in
public schools.

HB 1906  Burns, DeWayne Relating to an exemption from or federal waiver of the
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annual assessment requirements for public school
students with significant cognitive disabilities.

HB 2097  Krause, Matt Relating to a pilot program for the provision of health
coverage for school district employees in certain school
districts.

HB 2244  Gonzalez, Mary Relating to speech protections for student publications in
public schools.

HB 2393  Burrows, Dustin Relating to permitting a hunter education component as
part of a school district's physical education curriculum
offered to certain students.

HB 2555  Parker, Tan Relating to guidelines for policies of school districts and
open-enrollment charter schools for the care of certain
students at risk for anaphylaxis.

HB 2689  Dean, Jay Relating to the designation of a cybersecurity coordinator
by each school district.

HB 2739  Meyer, Morgan Relating to the reporting of private school educator
misconduct.

HB 2740  Meyer, Morgan Relating to providing certain public and private school
administrators with information regarding certain child
abuse and neglect investigations and allegations.

HB 3683  Dutton, Harold Relating to authorizing a dropout recovery competency-
based educational program provided through a campus
or campus program charter or open-enrollment charter
school.

HB 4205  Craddick, Tom Relating to the conditions under which a closed campus
may be repurposed to serve students at that campus
location.

HB 4613  Shaheen, Matt Relating to the waiving academic assessment and testing
for children in special education services.

Committee Members: Huberty, Dan (R) / Bernal, Diego (D) / Allen, Alma (D) / Allison, Steve
(F) (R) / Ashby, Trent (R) / Bell, Keith (F) (R) / Dutton, Harold (D) / Gonzalez, Mary (D) /
King, Ken (R) / Meyer, Morgan (R) / Sanford, Scott (R) / Talarico, James (F) (D) / VanDeaver,
Gary (R)
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The Committee will meet jointly with the House Committee on Homeland
Security & Public Safety to hear invited testimony on the following:
The ITC incident in Deer Park, TX.

Committee Members: Lozano, Jose (R) / Thompson, Ed (R) / Blanco, Cesar (D) / Kacal, Kyle
(R) / Kuempel, John (R) / Morrison, Geanie (R) / Reynolds, Ron (D) / Turner, John (F) (D) /
Zwiener, Erin (F) (D)

  House Homeland Security and Public Safety (PUBLIC HEARING)    
FRIDAY - 4/05/19
10:30 A.M. OR ADJ., E1.030
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The Committee will meet jointly with the House Committee on Environmental
Regulation to hear invited testimony on the following:
The ITC incident in Deer Park, Texas.

Committee Members: Nevarez, Poncho (D) / Paul, Dennis (R) / Burns, DeWayne (R) /
Calanni, Gina (F) (D) / Clardy, Travis (R) / Goodwin, Vikki (F) (D) / Israel, Celia (D) / Lang,
Mike (R) / Tinderholt, Tony (R)
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